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CATEGORIFICATION OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL COHOMOLOGICAL HALL ALGEBRAS
MAURO PORTA AND FRANCESCO SALA
ABSTRACT. In the present paper, we provide a full categorification, at the level of stable∞-categories,
of two-dimensional cohomological Hall algebras of curves and surfaces. This is achieved by produc-
ing a suitable derived enhancement of the relevant moduli stacks entering in the constructions of
such algebras. This method categorifies the cohomological Hall algebra of Higgs sheaves on a curve
and the cohomological Hall algebra of coherent sheaves on a surface. Furthermore, it applies also to
several other moduli stacks, such as the moduli stack of vector bundles with flat connections on a
curve X and the moduli stack of finite-dimensional representations of the fundamental group of X.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the present paper, we provide a full categorification, at the level of stable ∞-categories,
of two-dimensional cohomological Hall algebras of curves and surfaces. This is achieved by
constructing a suitable derived enhancement of the relevant moduli stacks entering in the con-
structions of such algebras. This method categorifies the cohomological Hall algebra of Higgs
sheaves on a curve [Min18, SS18], and the cohomological Hall algebra of coherent sheaves on
a surface [Zha19, KV19]. Furthermore, it applies also to several other moduli stacks, such as
the moduli stack of vector bundles with flat connections on a curve X and the moduli stack of
finite-dimensional representations of the fundamental group of X. By using a similar method,
we are able to categorify the cohomological Hall algebra of finite-dimensional representations of
the preprojective algebra of a quiver [SV17a], as we will show in a separate paper.
Before providing precise statements of our results, we shall briefly recall the literature about
cohomological Hall algebras.
1.1. Background. Let A be an abelian category and denote by MA the corresponding moduli
stack of objects: MA is a geometric stack over C whose groupoid of C-points Map(Spec(C),MA)
naturally coincides with the groupoid of objects of A. By abuse of language, we shall call a
“cohomological Hall algebra” (CoHA in the following) associated to A a convolution algebra
structure a` la Hall on either the Borel-Moore homology or any oriented Borel-Moore homology1
ofMA.
In this paper we are interested in two-dimensional CoHAs, which are CoHAs associated to
abelian categories of global dimension two. The first instances2 of two-dimensional CoHAs can
be traced back to the works of Schiffmann and Vasserot [SV13b, SV12]. As a “geometric Lang-
lands dual algebra” of the (classical) Hall algebra of a curve3, the authors introduced a con-
volution algebra structure on the (equivariant) G0-theory of the cotangent stack T
∗Rep(Qg) of
the stack Rep(Qg) of finite-dimensional representations of the quiver Qg with one vertex and g
loops. When g = 1, the corresponding associative algebra is isomorphic to a positive part of the
elliptic Hall algebra. A study of the representation theory of the elliptic Hall algebra by using its
CoHA description was initiated in [SV13b] and pursued by Negut [Neg18a] in connection with
gauge theory and deformed vertex algebras.
1Examples of oriented Borel-Moore homology theories are the G0-theory (i.e., the Grothendieck group of coherent
sheaves), Chow groups, elliptic cohomology.
2To be best of the author’s knowledge, the first circle of ideas around two-dimensional CoHAs can be found in an
unpublished manuscript by Grojnowski [Groj94].
3By (classical) Hall algebra of a curve we mean the Hall algebra associated with the abelian category of coherent
sheaves on a smooth projective curve defined over a finite field. As explained in [Sch12], one can reinterpret such an
algebra as an algebra coming from the “Bun” side of the geometric Langlands correspondence.
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A similar construction of the two-dimensional CoHA works for any quiver and at the same
time in Borel-Moore homology theory and more generally in any oriented Borel-Moore homol-
ogy theory (as shown e.g. in [YZ18a]). Note that T∗Rep(Q) is equivalent to the stack of finite-
dimensional representations of the preprojective algebra ΠQ of Q. For this reason, sometimes this
CoHA is called the CoHA of the preprojective algebra of Q.
In the Borel-Moore homology case, one can give a characterization of the generators of the
CoHA of the preprojective algebra of Q as done in [SV17a] and establish a relation with the
(Maulik-Okounkov) Yangian [SV17b, DM16, YZ18b]. Again, when Q = Q1, one can establish
a connection between the corresponding two-dimensional CoHA and vertex algebras [SV13a,
Neg16] (see also [RSYZ18]).
Another CoHA has been introduced by Kontevich and Soibelman [KS11], in order to provide
a mathematical definition of Harvey andMoore’s algebra of BPS states [HM98]. It goes under the
name of three-dimensional CoHA since it is associated with Calabi-Yau categories of global dimen-
sion three (such as the category of representations of the Jacobi algebra of a quiver with potential,
the category of coherent sheaves on a CY 3-fold, etc). As shown by Davison in [RS17, Appen-
dix] (see also [YZ16]), using a dimensional reduction argument, the CoHA of the preprojective
algebra of a quiver described above can be realized as a Kontsevich-Soibelman one.
For certain choices of the quiver Q, the cotangent stack T∗Rep(Q) is a stack parameterizing
coherent sheaves on a surface. Thus the corresponding algebra can be seen as an example of a
CoHA associated to a surface. This is the case when the quiver is the one-loop quiverQ1: indeed,
T∗Rep(Q1) coincides with the stack Coh0(C
2) parameterizing zero-dimensional sheaves on the
complex plane C2. In particular, the elliptic Hall algebra can be seen as an algebra attached to
zero-dimensional sheaves on C2.
Other examples of CoHAs of a surface came from algebras of two-dimensional abelian cate-
gories associated to a smooth curve X. For example, if we consider the category of Higgs sheaves
on X, then the Borel-Moore homology of the stack Higgs(X) of Higgs sheaves on X is endowed
with the structure of a convolution algebra. It goes under the name of the cohomological Hall
algebra of Higgs sheaves4 on X (Dolbeaut CoHA of X in the following). Such an algebra has
been introduced by the second-named author and Schiffmann in [SS18]. In [Min18], indepen-
dently Minets has introduced the Dolbeaut CoHA in the rank zero case. Thanks to the Beauville-
Narasimhan-Ramanan correspondence, the Dolbeaut CoHA can be interpreted as the CoHA of
torsion sheaves on T∗X such that their support is proper over X. In particular, Minets’ algebra is
an algebra attached to zero-dimensional sheaves on T∗X. Such an algebra coincides with Negut’s
shuffle algebra [Neg17] of a surface S when S = T∗X.
Negut’s algebra of a smooth surface S is defined by means of Hecke correspondences depend-
ing on zero-dimensional sheaves on S, and its construction comes from a generalization of the
realization of the elliptic Hall algebra in [SV13b] via Hecke correspondences. Zhao [Zha19] has
constructed the cohomological Hall algebra of the moduli stack of zero-dimensional sheaves on
a smooth surface S and fully established the relation between this CoHA and Negut’s algebra
of S. Finally, Kapranov and Vasserot [KV19] have defined the CoHA associated to a category of
coherent sheaves on a smooth surface S with proper support of a fixed dimension, generalizing
the work of Zhao.
Now, we would like to describe the way that the convolution product has been constructed in
the examples above. Roughly speaking, the product is always induced by a convolution diagram
4A Higgs sheaf is a pair (E, ϕ : E → Ω1X ⊗ E), where E is a coherent sheaf on X and ϕ a morphism of OX-modules,
called a Higgs field. Here, Ω1X is the sheaf of 1-forms of X.
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of the form
MA ×MA M
ext
A MA
(E2, E1) 0→ E1 → E→ E2 → 0 E
p q
, (1.1)
where A is an abelian category,MA is its moduli stack of objects, andM
ext
A is the moduli stack
parameterizing extensions of objects belonging to A.
Naı¨vely, the product should be given by the composition q∗ ◦ p∗ in one of the homology theo-
ries considered above, but of course one needs to have the correct functoriality properties for the
homology theories he is interested in. In the situation we are considering, the map q is a proper
and representable map, and therefore defining the pushforward q∗ does not pose any significant
problem. On the other hand, the map p is typically not flat, and therefore it is more subtle to
define a functorial version of the p∗ functor. All the solutions to this problem we are aware of
have a common leitmotiv: they all pass from finding a suitable additional structure on the map
p that allows to produce a well defined and functorial version of the p∗ functor.
Let us sketch the three main approaches to this problem in order of increasing sophistication.
For simplicity, we replace the map p with a map f : X → Y between geometric stacks and we
limit ourselves to discuss the case of the G-theory.
• If f fits in a pullback square
X Y
U V
f
u
,
where v is a local complete intersection, then it is possible to consider the refined Gysin pullback
v!, that is a good replacement for the f ∗. For simplicity, we refer to this situation by saying
that u is an lci extension of f . We refer to [Ful98] for a detailed account of this technique. This
method works whenMA is either T
∗Rep(Q) or Higgs(X) (cf. [SV17a, SS18]).
• When dealing with the more general situation of moduli stacks of coherent sheaves on a
smooth surface or flat bundles on a curve5, the previous method does not apply. It is pos-
sible to circumvent the problem by means of Behrend-Fantechi’s perfect obstruction theories.
In the case of of coherent sheaves on a surface this has been done in [Zha19, KV19]. The as-
sociated pullback functor is now referred to as virtual pullback and it depends a priori on the
choice of the perfect obstruction theory, which is a map E → LX/Y where E is in particular a
perfect complex on X, as well as on the choice of a global resolution of E . It is then possible to
show a posteriori that the virtual pullback is independent of the choice of the global resolution
of E .
• The main drawback of the two previous approaches is that it is difficult to formulate satisfac-
tory functoriality properties for the refined Gysin or the virtual pullback functors. Derived
geometry can be used to produce a more robust way of dealing with these issues. In this case,
what one is looking for is a commutative square
X Y
X˜ Y˜
f
f˜
,
5A different construction of the cohomological Hall algebra of character varieties has been suggested by B. Davison
in [Dav17] via the Kontsevich-Soibelman CoHA formalism.
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where X˜ and Y˜ are derived geometric stacks whose truncations are X and Y, and where f˜ is
lci in the derived sense6. In this case, f˜ ∗ induces a well defined map
f˜ ∗ : Cohb(Y˜) −→ Cohb(X˜) .
The K-theory of these categories coincides with the G-theory of X and Y respectively, so f˜ ∗
induces a cohomological operation that substitutes the refined Gysin or the virtual pullback.
The goal of this paper is to provide a categorification of the cohomological Hall algebra con-
struction. In other words, we seek a method to attach to MA a category CA together with an
additional structure which can be after be used to induce the convolution algebra structures on
Borel-Moore homology theories ofMA discussed before. In order to maximize the range of ap-
plicability we wish CA to be a dg-category
7. This has the result of obtaining induced convolution
algebra structures on more refined invariants, such as the full spectrum of G-theory, Hochschild
and periodic homology etc. Notice that this would be impossible if we contented ourselves with
CA being a triangulated category — see e.g. [Schl02, TV04].
The most natural candidate to achieve such a goal would be Cohb(CA). However, the same
difficulties forcing the use of refined or virtual Gysin pullback arise in this setting as well. From
this point of view, the approach via perfect obstruction theories presents a serious drawback.
Indeed, every choice of a global presentation for the perfect obstruction theory provides a differ-
ent derived lci enhancement for the map p we want to consider. After passing to G-theory, all
different choices of global presentations disappear, but this is not true at the categorified level.
For this reason, it is important to work with a sufficiently natural derived enhancement RMA of
MA and of its convolution diagram. Our method gives rise to an E1-monoidal structure
8 on the
stable ∞-category Cohb(RMA) of complexes with bounded coherent cohomology. As it arises
from a derived enhancement of the convolution diagram forMA, we refer to Coh
b(RMA) it the
two-dimensional categorified Hall algebra ofMA
9.
1.2. Main results. Let X be a smooth proper complex scheme. We introduce the following de-
rived enhancement Coh(X) of the (classical) geometric stack of coherent sheaves on X: infor-
mally, as a functor of points, it assigns to any derived affine C-scheme S ∈ dAff the ∞-groupoid
CohS(X× S)
≃ of perfect complexes on X× S that are flat over S. We show in Proposition 2.9 that
Coh(X) is a derived geometric stack locally of finite presentation.
Similarly, we introduce the derived stack Cohext(X) which, roughly speaking, parameterizes
extensions of S-families of perfect complexes on X which are flat over S. Thus, we have a convo-
lution diagram
Cohext(X)
Coh(X)× Coh(X) Coh(X)
p q (1.2)
of the form (1.1). The above diagram can be encoded in the ∞-categorical Waldhausen construction
SCoh(X) of Coh(X). A direct check shows the following:
Proposition 1.1. Let X be a smooth proper complex scheme. Then the simplicial object SCoh(X) is a
2-Segal object, in the sense of Dyckerhoff-Kapranov [DK12], in the∞-category dSt of derived stacks.
6This means that the relative cotangent complex LX˜/Y˜ is perfect and in tor-amplitude [1, 0].
7More precisely, in themain body of the paper we will construct directly stable∞-categories, without passing through
explicit dg-enhancements.
8The reader unfamiliar with little disks operads can simply think of an associative monoidal structure.
9For us, the categorification will be always a dg-category rather than a triangulated category, since we want also to
construct a convolution algebra for any (co)homological theory associated with dg-categories.
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Any 2-Segal space in dSt has an associated associative algebra (more precisely, an E1-algebra)
in Corr×(dSt). Here, Corr×(dSt) is the (∞, 1)-category of correspondences on derived stacks10. More-
over, we consider Corr×(dSt) endowed with the monoidal structure induced by the cartesian
product on dSt.
Corollary 1.2 (cf. Corollary 4.5). Let X be a smooth proper complex scheme. Then the 2-Segal object
SCoh(X) endows Coh(X) with the structure of an E1-algebra in Corr
×(dSt).
In order to provide a categorification of two-dimensional cohomological Hall algebras, we
need to restrict ourselves to a smaller category of correspondences. We let dGeom denote the full
∞-subcategory of the category dSt of derived stacks spanned by those which are geometric, and
we let Corr×(dGeom)lci,rps be the (∞, 1)-category of correspondences generated by the following
choice of horizontal and vertical morphisms:
• the class horiz of horizontal morphisms to be the collection of morphisms representable by
proper schemes (for short, rps morphisms);
• the class vert of vertical morphisms to be the collection of derived l.c.i. morphisms (for short,
lci morphisms).
The first non-trivial thing to observe is that the convolution diagram (1.2) is a morphism in
Corr×(dGeom)lci,rps. Indeed, we prove in §3 that the map p is derived locally complete intersec-
tion. Thus, it follows the following:
Theorem 1.3 (cf. Theorem 4.6). Let X be a smooth proper complex surface. Then the stack Coh(X) is
an E1-algebra in Corr
×(dGeom)lci,rps.
Thanks to the work of Gaitsgory-Rozenblyum [GaR17a, GaR17b], one obtains a right-lax mo-
noidal functor
Cohb : Corr×(dGeom)lci,rps −→ Cat
st
∞ .
Using this functor, we obtain:
Corollary 1.4. Let X be a smooth proper complex surface. Then Cohb(Coh(X)) is an E1-algebra in
Catst∞.
Since E1-algebras in Cat
st
∞ are (by definition) the same as E1-monoidal categories in Cat
st
∞, we
refer to the corresponding tensor structure as the CoHA tensor structure on Cohb(Coh(X)). We
denote this monoidal structure by ©⋆ .
LetX be a smooth proper complex surface. Similar results hold for the derived stackBun(X) :=
∐n≥0 Map(X,BGLn). If X is projective, similar results hold for the stack Coh
ss, p(m)(X) of Giese-
ker-semistable coherent sheaves on X with reduced Hilbert polynomial equals a fixed monic
polynomial p(m) ∈ Q[m]. Finally, if X is only quasi-projective, the results above hold for the
stack Coh6dprop(X) of coherent sheaves on X with proper support and dimension of the support
less or equals an integer d.
Thus the results above categorify the two-dimensional cohomological Hall algebras of surfaces
introduced in [Zha19, KV19]. Finally, if the surface is toric, minimal variations on our construc-
tion (discussed in §4.3) allow to consider the toric-equivariant setting. In particular, we obtain
the following:
Proposition 1.5. The CoHA tensor structure on the stable ∞-category CohbC∗×C∗(Coh0(C
2)) is a cate-
gorification of a positive nilpotent part of the elliptic Hall algebra of Burban and Schiffmann [BSc12]. Here
we set Coh0(C
2) := Coh60prop(C
2) and the C∗ × C∗-action on Coh0(C
2) is induced by the torus action
on C2.
10Using the notations of [GaR17a], we are considering Corr×(dSt)equivall,all .
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In [Neg18b], by means of (smooth) Hecke correspondence, Negut defined functors on the
bounded derived category of the smooth moduli space of Gieseker-stable sheaves on a smooth
projective surface, which after passing to K-theory, give rise to an action of the elliptic Hall al-
gebra on the K-theory of such smooth moduli spaces. In order to make a clear comparison with
Negut’s approach, one has to obtain first a “whole” categorified quantum group starting from
CohbC∗×C∗(Coh0(C
2)). This could be achieved by categorifying the common procedure of ob-
taining the whole quantum group in the CoHAs theory: usually, one adds a Cartan subalgebra
(as in [SV17b, §3.5.2] or in [YZ17, §5]), then defines a coproduct structure, which induces a bial-
gebra structure, and a non-degenerate pairing compatible with the bialgebra structure; thus the
“whole” quantum group is obtained by applying the (reduced) Drinfeld double construction. An
alternative method, suggested by the work of Joyce [Joy18], consists of working directly with the
stack of perfect complexes by changing the definition of the convolution product: in this way
one avoids the use of Drinfeld double and gets directly the “whole” algebra. In this case, it is not
clear how to define the bialgebra structure. Both approaches are challenging at the categorified
level and they are subjects of future investigations.
In the present paper we are also interested in categorifying the two-dimensional CoHAs asso-
ciated with a smooth projective complex curve X, as the Dolbeaut CoHA of X. Since we can also
consider other two-dimensional categories attached to X, such as the category of vector bundles
with flat connections on X and the category of finite-dimensional representations of the funda-
mental group π1(X), we follow a unified approach thanks to Simpson’s theory of the shapes of a
curve. We consider the following shapes (cf. §A for their precise definitions): the Betti shape XB,
the de Rham shape XdR, the Dolbeaut shape XDol. As their names suggest, the category of coher-
ent sheaves on XB is equivalent to the category of finite-dimensional representations of π1(X),
the category of coherent sheaves on XdR is equivalent to the category of vector bundles with flat
connections on X, and similarly for the other shapes. In §2.2, we introduce a derived enhance-
ment Coh(X∗) of the (classical) geometric stack of coherent sheaves on X∗ as the fiber product
Coh(X)×Perf(X) Perf(X∗) for ∗ ∈ {B, dR,Dol}.
Let ∗ ∈ {B, dR,Dol}. Thanks to the computations carried in §3.1, we prove that the map p is
derived locally complete intersection, hence the convolution diagram (1.2) for X∗ is an element
in Corr×(dGeom)lci,rps. As before, it follows the following:
Theorem 1.6 (cf. Theorem 4.6). Let X be a smooth projective complex curve and let ∗ ∈ {B, dR,Dol}.
Then the stack Coh(X∗) is an E1-algebra in Corr
×(dGeom)lci,rps. In particular, Coh
b(Coh(X∗)) is an
E1-algebra in Cat
st
∞.
We call these algebra structures the Betti, de Rham, and Dolbeaut categorified Hall algebras. We
can also consider the natural C∗-action on Coh(XDol) ≃ T
∗Coh(X) “scaling the fibers”, and we
get a “categorification” of the Dolbeaut CoHA of X:
Corollary 1.7. The CoHA tensor structure on the stable ∞-category CohbC∗(Coh(XDol)) is a categorifi-
cation of the cohomological Hall algebra of Higgs sheaves on X introduced in [SS18, Min18].
One can observe that given a curve, we have introduced three – a priori distinct – two-dimen-
sional categorifiedHall algebras of the curve. It is natural to wonder what are the relations among
them. the first result is the following:
Theorem 1.8 (CoHA version of the derived Riemann-Hilbert correspondence). Let X be a smooth
projective complex curve. Then:
(1) the analytifications Coh(XdR)
an and Coh(XB)
an carry a canonical E1-algebra structure in the
∞-category Corr×(dAnSt) of derived analytic stacks. Moreover, this induces categorifications
(Cohb(Coh(XdR)
an),©⋆ andR) and (Coh
b(Coh(XB)
an),©⋆ anB ).
(2) There are natural morphisms of stable E1-monoidal∞-categories
(Cohb(Coh(XdR)),©⋆ dR) −→ (Coh
b(Coh(XdR)
an),©⋆ andR)
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and
(Cohb(Coh(XB)),©⋆B) −→ (Coh
b(Coh(XB)
an,©⋆B) .
(3) There is a natural equivalence of stable E1-monoidal∞-categories
(Cohb(Coh(XdR)
an),©⋆ andR) ≃ (Coh
b(Coh(XB)
an),©⋆ anB ) .
Here, we work in the derived analytic setting as introduced by J. Lurie in [Lur11b] and further
expanded by the first-named author in [Por15, PY17, HP18]. In addition, Coh(X∗)an is the un-
derlying analytic derived stack of Coh(X∗) for ∗ ∈ {dR,B}. Having the framework of derived
analytic geometry at our disposal, the above theorem builds on two main ideas: the first is to
provide a description for the analytifications Coh(XdR)
an and Coh(XB)
an which is intrinsically
analytic. This is achieved by introducing an analytic version of the derived stack of coherent
sheaves and proving that
Coh(XdR)
an ≃ AnCoh(XandR) , Coh(XB)
an ≃ AnCoh(XanB ) .
The second main idea is to employ the morphism
ηRH : X
an
dR −→ X
an
B ,
which has been shown in [Por17] to induce the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence.
The relation between the de Rham and the Dolbeaut categorified Hall algebras is more subtle.
In order to state it, one has to use a further Simpson’s shape, the Deligne shape XDel → A
1. Then
the derived stack Coh(XDel) = (Coh(X) ×A
1) ×Perf(X)×A1 Perf(XDel) is the derived moduli
stack of Deligne’s λ connections on X. Such a stack interpolates the de Rham moduli stack with the
Dolbeaut moduli stack:
Coh(XDel)×A1 {0} ≃ Coh(XDol) and Coh(XDel)×A1 {1} ≃ Coh(XdR) .
We restrict ourselves to the open substack Coh∗(XDel) ⊂ Coh(XDel) for which the fiber at zero is
the derived moduli stack Cohss, 0(XDol) of semistable Higgs bundles on X of degree zero. Thus,
we have the following:
Theorem 1.9. Let X be a smooth projective complex curve. Then CohbC∗(Coh
∗(XDel)) is an E1-algebra.
In addition, it is a module over Perffilt := Perf([A1
C
/Gm]) and we have E1-algebra morphisms:
Φ : CohbC∗(Coh
∗(XDel))⊗Perffilt PerfC −→ Coh
b(Coh(XdR)) ,
Ψ : CohbC∗(Coh
∗(XDel))⊗Perffilt Perf
gr −→ CohbC∗(Coh
ss, 0(XDol)) ,
where Perfgr := Perf(BGm).
Conjecture 1.10 (CoHA version of the non-abelian Hodge correspondence). The morphismsΦ and
Ψ are equivalences.
Let us finish this part by mentioning what happens in the quiver setting. In the main body
of the paper, we do not deals with quivers at all, although one can prove similar results than
Theorem 1.3 and Corollary 1.4 for the abelian category of finite-dimensional representations of
the preprojective algebra of a quiver. The correct derived enhancement to consider is introduced
by Yeung in [Yeu18]. We leave the investigation of such a categorification to a separate paper.
Finally, let us mention that it would be interesting to construct in a geometric way representa-
tions of the two-dimensional categorified Hall algebras. In the Dolbeaut case, we expect that such
representations should be given by the smooth moduli spaces introduced in [BrS15, BPSS16].
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1.3. Outline. In §2 we introduce our derived enhancement of the classical stack of coherent
sheaves on a smooth complex scheme. We also define derived moduli stacks of coherent sheaves
on the Betti, de Rham, and Dolbeaut shapes of a smooth scheme. In §3 we introduce the derived
enhancement of the classical stack of extensions of coherent sheaves on both a smooth complex
scheme and on a Simpson’s shape of a smooth complex scheme. In addition, we define the convo-
lution diagram (1.2) and provide the tor-amplitude estimates for the map p. §4 is devoted to the
construction of the categorified Hall algebra associatedwith the moduli stack of coherent sheaves
on either a smooth scheme or a Simpson’s shape of a smooth scheme: in §4.1 we endow such a
stack of the structure of a 2-Segal space a` la Dyckerhoff-Kapranov, while in §4.2 by applying the
functor Cohb, we obtain one of our main results, i.e., a E1-algebra structure on Coh
b(Coh(Y))
when either Y is a smooth curve or surface, or a Simpson’s shape of a smooth curve; finally, §4.3
is devoted to the equivariant case of the construction of the categorified Hall algebra. In §5 and §6
we discuss CoHA versions of the non-abelian Hodge correspondence and of the Riemann-Hilbert
correspondence, respectively. In particular, in §6 we develop the construction of the categorified
Hall algebra in the analytic setting and we compare the two resulting categorified Hall algebras.
Finally, there are two appendices: §A is a review of the Simpson’s shapes of varieties and stacks,
while §B provides a version of the Beauville-Narasimhan-Ramanan correspondence for perfect
complexes.
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1.4. Notations and convention. In this paper we freely use the language of ∞-categories. Al-
though the discussion is often independent of the chosen model for ∞-categories, whenever
needed we identify them with quasi-categories and refer to [Lur09] for the necessary founda-
tional material.
The notations S andCat∞ are reserved to denote the∞-categories of spaces and of∞-categories,
respectively. If C ∈ Cat∞ we denote by C≃ the maximal ∞-groupoid contained in C . We let Cat
st
∞
denote the ∞-category of stable ∞-categories with exact functors between them. We also let PrL
denote the ∞-category of presentable ∞-categories with left adjoints between them. Similarly,
we let PrLst denote the∞-categories of stably presentable∞-categories with left adjoints between
them. Finally, we set
Catst,⊗∞ := CAlg(Cat
st
∞) , Pr
L,⊗
st := CAlg(Pr
L
st) .
Given an∞-category C we denote by PSh(C) the ∞-category of S-valued presheaves. We follow
the conventions introduced in [PY16, §2.4] for ∞-categories of sheaves on an ∞-site.
Since we only work over the field of complex numbers C, we reserve the notation CAlg for the
∞-category of simplicial commutative rings over the field of complex numbers C. We often refer
to objects in CAlg simply as derived commutative rings. We denote its opposite by dAff , and we
refer to it as the ∞-category of derived affine schemes.
In [Lur18, Definition 1.2.3.1] it is shown that the e´tale topology defines a Grothendieck topol-
ogy on dAff . We denote by dSt := Sh(dAff, τe´t)
∧ the hypercompletion of the ∞-topos of sheaves
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on this site. We refer to this ∞-category as the ∞-category of derived stacks. For the notion of
derived geometric stacks, we refer to [PY16, Definition 2.8]
Let A ∈ CAlg be a derived commutative ring. We let A-Mod denote the stable ∞-category
of A-modules, equipped with its canonical symmetric monoidal structure provided by [Lur17,
Theorem 3.3.3.9]. Furthermore, we equip it with the canonical t-structure whose connective part
is its smallest full subcategory closed under colimits and extensions and containing A. Such
a t-structure exists in virtue of [Lur17, Proposition 1.4.4.11]. Notice that there is a canonical
equivalence of abelian categories A-Mod♥ ≃ π0(A)-Mod
♥.
We say that an A-module M ∈ A-Mod is perfect if it is a compact object in A-Mod. We denote
by Perf(A) the full subcategory of A-Mod spanned by perfect complexes11. On the other hand,
we say that an A-module M ∈ A-Mod is almost perfect12 if πi(M) = 0 for i ≪ 0 and for every
n ∈ Z the object τ≤n(M) is compact in A-Mod≤n. We denote by APerf(A) the full subcategory of
A-Mod spanned by almost perfect complexes.
Given a morphism f : A → B in CAlg we obtain an ∞-functor f ∗ : A-Mod −→ B-Mod, which
preserves perfect and almost perfect complexes. We can assemble these data into an∞-functor
QCoh : dAffop −→ PrL,⊗st .
Since the functors f ∗ preserve perfect and almost perfect complexes, we obtain well defined
subfunctors
Perf , APerf : dAffop −→ Catst,⊗∞ .
Given a derived stack X ∈ dSt, we denote by QCoh(X), APerf(X) and Perf(X) the stable ∞-
categories of quasi coherent, almost perfect, and perfect complexes respectively. One has
QCoh(X) ≃ lim
←−
Spec(A)→X
QCoh(Spec(A)) , APerf(X) ≃ lim
←−
Spec(A)→X
APerf(Spec(A)) , and
Perf(X) ≃ lim
←−
Spec(A)→X
Perf(Spec(A)) .
The ∞-category QCoh(X) is presentable. In particular, using [Lur17, Proposition 1.4.4.11] we can
endow QCoh(X) with a canonical t-structure.
Let f : X → Y be a morphism in dSt. We say that f is flat if the induced functor f ∗ : QCoh(Y)→
QCoh(X) is t-exact.
Let X ∈ dSt. We denote by Coh(X) the full subcategory of OX-Mod spanned by F ∈ OX-Mod
for which there exists an atlas { fi : Ui → X}i∈I such that for every i ∈ I, n ∈ Z, the OUi-modules
πn( f ∗i F ) are coherent sheaves. We denote by Coh
♥(X) (resp. Cohb(X), Coh+(X), and Coh−(X))
the full subcategory of Coh(X) spanned by objects cohomologically concentrated in degree 0
(resp. locally cohomologically bounded, bounded below, bounded above).
2. DERIVED MODULI STACKS OF COHERENT SHEAVES
We let
Perf : dAffop −→ S
be the derived moduli stack of perfect complexes, defined by
Perf(Spec(A)) := Perf(A)≃ ,
11It is shown in [Lur17, Proposition 7.2.4.2] that an Perf(A) coincides with the smallest full stable subcategory of
A-Mod closed under retracts and containing A. In particular, Perf(A) is a stable ∞-category which is furthermore idem-
potent complete.
12Suppose that A is almost of finite presentation over C. In other words, suppose that π0(A) is of finite presentation in
the sense of classical commutative algebra and that each πi(A) is coherent over π0(A). Then [Lur17, Proposition 7.2.4.17]
shows that an A-module M is almost perfect if and only if πi(M) = 0 for i≪ 0 and each πi(M) is coherent over π0(A).
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where (−)≃ : Cat∞ → S is the maximal∞-groupoid functor. Recall from [TVa07, Proposition 3.7]
that it is a locally geometric derived stack, locally of finite presentation.
Let X ∈ dSt be a derived stack. We let
Perf(X) := Map(X, Perf)
be the derived stack of perfect complexes on X. Recall from [Lur12, Proposition 3.3.8] that if X is
a proper flat scheme then Perf(X) is a locally geometric stack, locally of finite presentation.
Definition 2.1. Let f : X → Y be a morphism of derived geometric stacks. We say that an almost
perfect complex F ∈ APerf(X) has tor-amplitude ≤ n relative to Y if for every map x : Spec(A) →
Y there exists an affine atlas U = Spec(B) of XA := Spec(A) ×Y X such that u
∗(F ) has tor-
amplitude ≤ n relative to A,13 where u : U → XA → X is the induced map.
Let X be a derived geometric stack. We let CohSpec(A)(X × Spec(A)) denote the full subcate-
gory of APerf(X× Spec(A)) spanned by those almost perfect complexes F having tor-amplitude
≤ 0 relative to Spec(A). ⊘
Remark 2.2. Let A ∈ CAlgC be a derived commutative ring and let M ∈ A-Mod. Then M has tor-
amplitude ≤ n if and only if M⊗A π0(A) has tor-amplitude ≤ n. In particular, if A is underived
and M ∈ A-Mod♥, then M has tor-amplitude 0 if and only if M is flat in the sense of usual
commutative algebra. △
The following lemma is a variation of the local criterion for flatness.
Lemma 2.3. Let X be a derived geometric stack and let S = Spec(A) ∈ dAff be a derived affine scheme.
Let p : X → S be a morphism and let F ∈ APerf(X) be an almost perfect complex. Suppose furthermore
that
(1) F is flat relative to S;
(2) for every geometric point s : Spec(K) → S, let Xs := Spec(K)×S X and let js : Xs → X be the
natural map. Then the pullback j∗s (F ) ∈ APerf(Xs) is in tor-amplitude [a, b].
Then F is in tor-amplitude [a, b], and in particular it belong to Perf(X).
Proof. The question is local on X, and we can therefore assume X to be a derived affine scheme,
say X = Spec(B). Given a geometric point x : Spec(K)→ X, we let B(x) denote the localization
B(x) := colim
x∈U⊂X
OX(U) ,
where the colimit ranges over all the open Zariski neighborhoods of the image of x inside X. It is
then enough to prove that for each such geometric point, F ⊗B B(x) is contained in tor-amplitude
[a, b].
Given x : Spec(K) → X let s := p ◦ x : Spec(K) → S. By assumption j∗s (F ) ∈ APerf(Xs) is in
tor-amplitude [a, b]. Let x : Spec(K) → Xs be the induced point. Then x = js ◦ x, and therefore
x∗(F ) ≃ x∗(j∗s (F )) is in tor-amplitude [a, b]. Let κ denote the residue field of the local ring
π0(B(x)). Since the map κ → K is faithfully flat, we can assume without loss of generality that
K = κ. Letm be the maximal ideal of π0(B(x)) and let B̂m denote the formal completion of B(x) at
m (see [Lur18, Notation 7.3.1.5 & Remark 8.1.2.4]). Then [Lur18, Corollary 7.3.6.9] implies that the
map B(x) → B̂m is faithfully flat. Thus, we are reduced to check that F ⊗B B̂m is in tor-amplitude
[a, b]. This follows directly from [Lur18, Corollary 8.3.5.8]. 
Lemma 2.4. Let X ∈ dSt be a derived geometric stack and let f : Spec(B)→ Spec(A) be a morphism of
derived affine schemes. Let fX := idX × f : X×Spec(B)→ X×Spec(A). If F ∈ APerf(X×Spec(A))
has tor-amplitude ≤ n relative to Spec(A), then f ∗X(F ) ∈ APerf(X × Spec(B)) has tor-amplitude ≤ n
relative to Spec(B).
13Cf. [Lur17, Definition 7.2.4.21] for the definition of tor-amplitude ≤ n.
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Proof. Let q : U → X be a smooth morphism with U an affine scheme. Consider the derived
pullback square
U × Spec(B) U × Spec(A)
Spec(B) Spec(A)
fU
pB pA
f
.
We have to prove that pB∗ f
∗
U(q
∗F ) has tor-amplitude ≤ n relative to B. The base change formula
shows that pB∗ f
∗
U(q
∗F ) ≃ f ∗pA∗(q
∗F ). As pA∗(q
∗F ) has tor-amplitude ≤ n relative to A by
assumption, the conclusion follows. 
Let X ∈ dSt be a derived geometric stack. The above lemma allows us to define a derived
stack
Coh(X) : dAffop −→ S
informally defined by sending Spec(A) ∈ dAff to
Coh(X)(Spec(A)) := CohSpec(A)(X× Spec(A))
≃ .
Remark 2.5. Note that there exists a natural map Coh(X)→ Perf(X) which is formally e´tale.
△
When X is smooth and proper, the stack Coh(X) is a geometric stack locally almost of finite
presentation. However the proof of this statement requires some work. We will apply Lurie’s
representability theorem [Lur18, Theorem 18.1.0.2].
Lemma 2.6. Let X be a smooth complex scheme. Then the truncation Coh(X)cl coincides with the usual
stack of coherent sheaves on X.
Proof. Let Spec(A) be an underived affine scheme. By definition,
Coh(X)(Spec(A)) ≃ CohSpec(A)(X× Spec(A))
≃ .
Let F ∈ CohSpec(A)(X × Spec(A)). By definition, F is an element in Perf(X × Spec(A)), which
is furthermore flat relative to Spec(A). As A is underived, this shows that the image of F in
APerf(X× Spec(A)) belongs to APerf♥(X× Spec(A)), hence that F ≃ π0(F ) is a discrete coher-
ent sheaf on X× Spec(A) which is flat relative to Spec(A).
Suppose vice-versa that F is a discrete coherent sheaf on X× Spec(A) which is flat relative to
Spec(A). We have to prove that it belongs to CohSpec(A)(X × Spec(A)). This amounts to check
that F actually belongs to Perf(X× Spec(A)). As X is smooth, we see that for every closed point
p : Spec(C)→ Spec(A), the pullback (idX × p)
∗(F ) ∈ APerf(X) actually belongs to Perf(X). The
conclusion now follows from Lemma 2.3. 
Lemma 2.7. Let X ∈ dSt be a derived geometric stack. Then derived stack Coh(X) is infinitesimally
cohesive and nilcomplete.
Proof. We start by proving that Coh(X) is infinitesimally cohesive. Let S = Spec(A) be an affine
derived scheme and let M ∈ QCoh(S)≥1 be a quasi-coherent complex. Let S[M] := Spec(A⊕M)
and let d : S[M]→ S be a derivation. Finally, let Sd[M] be the pushout
S[M] S
S Sd[M] ,
d
d0 f0
f
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where d0 denotes the zero derivation. Since the functor (−)
≃ : Cat∞ → S commutes with limits,
it is enough to prove that the natural map
CohSd[M](X× Sd[M]) −→ CohS(X× S)×CohS[M](X×S[M]) CohS(X× S)
is an equivalence. Using [Lur18, Theorem 16.2.0.1] we see that the natural map
APerf(X× Sd[M]) −→ APerf(X× S)×APerf(X×S[M]) APerf(X× S)
is an equivalence. Let ϕ, ϕ0 : X × Sd[M] → X be the two morphisms induced by f and f0, re-
spectively. Lemma 2.4 guarantees that if F ∈ CohSd[M](X× Sd[M]), then both ϕ
∗(F ) and ϕ∗0(F )
belong to CohS(X × S). Vice-versa, let F ∈ APerf(X × Sd[M]) be such that ϕ
∗(F ), ϕ∗0(F ) ∈
CohS(X× S). We want to prove that F belongs to CohSd[M](X× Sd[M]). This question is local on
X, and we can therefore assume that X is affine. Let p : X × S → S and q : X × Sd[M] → Sd[M]
be the natural projections. Then
f ∗q∗(F ) ≃ p∗ϕ
∗(F ) and f ∗0 q∗(F ) ≃ p∗ϕ
∗
0(F )
have tor-amplitude zero. The conclusion now follows from [Lur18, Proposition 16.2.3.1-(3)].
We now prove that Coh(X) is nilcomplete. Let therefore S = Spec(A) be an affine derived
scheme and let Sn := Spec(τ≤n(A)). We know that the natural map
APerf(X× S) −→ lim
n
APerf(X× Sn)
is an equivalence. Lemma 2.4 implies that this map restricts to a functor
CohS(X× S) −→ lim
n
CohSn(X× Sn) .
Given F ∈ APerf(X× S) denote by Fn its image in APerf(X× Sn). We wish to show that if each
Fn belongs to CohSn(X× Sn). Since the squares
X× S X× Sn
S Sn
are derived pullback, we can use the derived base change to reduce ourselves to check that the
equivalence
QCoh(S) −→ lim
n
QCoh(Sn)
respects tor-amplitude 0. This follows at once from [Lur18, Proposition 2.7.3.2-(c)]. 
Lemma 2.8. Let X be a smooth and proper complex scheme. Then the derived stack Coh(X) admits a
global cotangent complex.
Proof. Let S = Spec(A) be a derived affine scheme and let x : S → Coh(X) be a morphism. Let
F ∈ CohSpec(A)(X× Spec(A)) be corresponding coherent complex on X× S relative to S. Notice
that since X is smooth, Lemma 2.3 implies that F ∈ Perf(X× S). Let
F := S×Coh(X) S
be the loop stack based at x and let δx : S → F be the induced morphism. Since Coh(X) is
infinitesimally cohesive thanks to Lemma 2.7, we see that [TV08, Proposition 1.4.1.11] implies
that Coh(X) admits a cotangent complex at x if and only if F admits a cotangent complex at δx.
We have to prove that the functor
DerF(A;−) : A-Mod −→ S
defined by
DerF(A;M) := fib(F(S[M])→ F(S))
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is representable by an eventually connective module. Here S[M] := Spec(A⊕M), and the fiber
is taken at the point x. We observe that
F(S[M]) ≃ fib(MapQCoh(X×S)(d
∗
0(F ), d
∗
0(F ))→ MapQCoh(X×S)(F ,F )) ,
the fiber being taken at the identity of F . Unraveling the definitions, we therefore see that
DerF(A;M) ≃ MapQCoh(X×S)(F ,F ⊗ p
∗M) ,
where p : X× S→ S is the canonical projection. Since F ∈ Perf(X× S), we can rewrite the above
mapping space as
MapQCoh(X×S)(F ⊗F
∨, p∗M) .
Finally, since X is smooth and proper, [Lur18, Proposition 6.4.5.3] shows that the functor
p∗ : QCoh(S)→ QCoh(X× S)
admits a left adjoint
p+ : QCoh(X× S) −→ QCoh(S) .
Therefore,
DerF(A;M) ≃ MapQCoh(S)(p+(F ⊗F
∨),M) .
Therefore, F admits a cotangent complex at δx, and thereforeCoh(X) admits a cotangent complex
at the point x, which is given by the formula
LCoh(X),x ≃ p+(F ⊗F
∨)[1] .
Finally, we see that Coh(X) admits a global cotangent complex: this is a straightforward conse-
quence of the derived base change theorem for the functor p+ (see [Lur18, Proposition 6.4.5.4]).

Proposition 2.9. Let X be a smooth and proper complex scheme. Then the derived stack Coh(X) is
geometric and locally of finite presentation.
Proof. Lemma 2.6 implies that Coh(X)cl coincides with the usual stack of coherent sheaves on
X, which we know being a geometric stack (cf. [LMB00, The´ore`me 4.6.2.1]). On the other hand,
combining Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8 we see that Coh(X) is infinitesimally cohesive, nilcomplete and
admits a global cotangent complex. Therefore the assumptions of Lurie’s representability theo-
rem [TV08, Theorem C.0.9] are satisfied and the conclusion follows. 
Let X be a smooth and proper scheme over C. Informally, Coh(X) is the derived stack pa-
rameterizing S-families of perfect complexes on X of tor-amplitude ≤ 0 relative to S. We shall
call Coh(X) the derived stack of coherent sheaves on X. Such a terminology will be justified by the
following results.
Corollary 2.10. Let X be a smooth and proper complex scheme of dimension n. Then the cotangent
complex LCoh(X) is perfect and has tor-amplitude [−1, n− 1]. In particular, Coh(X) is smooth when X
is a curve and derived l.c.i. when X is a surface.
Proof. It is enough to check that for every point x : Spec(A)→ Coh(X), x∗TCoh(X) is perfect and
in tor-amplitude [1− n, 1]. Let F ∈ Perf(X× Spec(A)) be the perfect complex classified by x and
let p : X× Spec(A)→ Spec(A) be the canonical projection. Then Lemma 2.8 shows that
x∗TCoh(X) ≃ p∗End(F )[1] .
Since p is proper and smooth, the pushforward p∗ preserves perfect complexes (see [Lur18, The-
orem 6.1.3.2]). As End(F ) ≃ F ⊗ F∨ is perfect, we therefore can conclude that x∗TCoh(X) is
perfect.
We are then left to check that it is in tor-amplitude [1− n, 1]. Let j : (cl Spec(A)) → Spec(A)
be the canonical inclusion. It is enough to prove that j∗x∗TCoh(X) has tor-amplitude [1− n, 1]. In
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other words, we can assume Spec(A) to be underived. In this case, for m ≫ 0 we can represent
F as a (n+1)-term complex of vector bundles (see, e.g., the proof of [LMB00, The´ore`me 4.6.2.1])
O(−m)⊕kn −→ . . . −→ O(−m)⊕k1 −→ O(−m)⊕k0 ,
and therefore
End(F ) ≃ F (m)⊕k0 −→ F (m)⊕k1 −→ . . . −→ F (m)⊕kn .
Serre’s vanishing theorem guarantees that Rℓp∗(F (m)⊕ki) = 0 for m≫ 0, ℓ ≥ 1, and i = 0, . . . , n.
So, we deduce that
π−h(p∗End(F )[1]) = 0 ,
for h ≥ n. This completes the proof. 
We are also interested in relaxing the properness assumption on the scheme X. For such a
reason, we want to consider almost perfect complexes with proper support.
Definition 2.11. Let X be a complex scheme. We say that an almost perfect complex F ∈
APerf(X) has proper support if there exists a proper scheme Z ⊂ X such that ı∗(F ) ≃ 0, where
ı : Xr Z → X is the natural inclusion morphism. ⊘
By arguing as above, one can prove the following.
Proposition 2.12. Let X be a smooth complex scheme. Then there exists a derived stack Cohprop(X),
parameterizing S-families of almost perfect complexes of tor-amplitude ≤ 0 relative to S and with proper
support. Cohprop(X) is geometric and locally of finite presentation.
Proof. Since Cohprop(X)cl is a geometric stack by [KV19, Proposition 4.1.1], the same arguments
as in the proof of Proposition 2.9 applies in this case. 
2.1. Other examples of moduli stacks. Let X ∈ dSt be a derived geometric stack. We introduce
the derived stack of vector bundles on X as
Bun(X) := ∐
n≥0
Map(X,BGLn) .
It is an open substack of Coh(X).
Let X be a smooth and proper complex scheme. Then, Bun(X) is geometric and locally of
finite presentation thanks to Proposition 2.9. In addition, the truncation Bun(X)cl of Bun(X) is
the underived stack of vector bundles on X.
Assume that X is projective over C. Recall that for any polynomial P(m) ∈ Q[m] there exists
an open substack Cohcl P(m)(X) of Coh(X)cl parameterizing flat families of coherent sheaves on
X with fixed Hilbert polynomial P(m); we denote by CohP(m)(X) its canonical derived enhance-
ment14. Similarly, we define BunP(m)(X).
For any nonzero polynomial P(m) ∈ Q[m] of degree d, we denote by P(m)red its reduced poly-
nomial, which is given as P(m)/αd, where αd is the leading coefficient of P(m). Given a monic
polynomial p(m) ∈ Q[m], define
Cohp(m)(X) := ∐
P(m)∈Q[m]
P(m)red=p(m)
CohP(m)(X) and Bunp(m)(X) := ∐
P(m)∈Q[m]
P(m)red=p(m)
BunP(m)(X) .
14The construction of such a derived enhancement follows from [STV15, Proposition 2.1].
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Assume that deg(p(m)) = dim(X). Recall that the Gieseker semistability is an open prop-
erty15. Thus there exists an open substack Cohss, p(m)(X)cl of Cohp(m)(X)cl parameterizing fam-
ilies of semistable coherent sheaves on X with fixed reduced polynomial p(m); we denote by
Cohss, p(m)(X) its canonical derived enhancement. Similarly, we define Bunss, p(m)(X).
Finally, let 0 ≤ d ≤ dim(X) be an integer and define
Coh6d(X) := ∐
P(m)∈Q[m]
deg(P(m))6d
CohP(m)(X) .
Remark 2.13. Let X be a smooth projective complex curve. Then the assignment of a monic poly-
nomial p(m) ∈ Q[m] of degree two is equivalent to the assignment of a slope µ ∈ Q. In addition,
in the one-dimensional case we have Bunss, µ(X) ≃ Cohss, µ(X). △
Assume that X is only quasi-projective. As above, we can define the derived moduli stack
Coh6dprop(X) of coherent sheaves on X with proper support and dimension of the support less or
equal d.
2.2. Coherent sheaves on the shapes. In the previous section we introduced the stack of coher-
ent sheaves on a geometric stack. In this paper however we will be also concerned with coherent
sheaves over Simpson’s shapes XdR, XB, XDol, and XDel, where X is a smooth and proper scheme
over C (cf. §A for a recollection of Simpson’s shapes). For this reason we need a slightly more
general version of Definition 2.1.
Definition 2.14. Let Y ∈ dSt be a derived stack and let u : U → Y be a flat effective epimorphism
from a derived geometric stack U. Let S = Spec(A) ∈ dAff be a derived affine scheme. We say
that an almost perfect complex F ∈ APerf(S×Y) has tor-amplitude≤ n relative to S with respect to
the map u if (idS × u)
∗(F ) has tor-amplitude ≤ n relative to S. ⊘
Given Y ∈ dSt and u : U → X as in the above definition, we define
Coh(Y, u) := Perf(Y)×Perf(U) Coh(U) .
When the map u : U → Y is clear from the context, we will often abuse notations and write
Coh(Y) instead of Coh(Y, u). Thus, Coh(Y, u) is the derived stack parameterizing S-families of
almost perfect complexes on Y which have tor-amplitude ≤ 0 relative to S with respect to the
map u.
Similarly, we define
Bun(Y, u) := Perf(Y)×Perf(U) Bun(U) .
2.2.1. Betti shape. Let K ∈ S be a finite space. Let I := π0(K) and choose a section x : I → K of
the natural map K → π0(K). We set Y := KB and U := Spec(C)
I ≃ IB. We let u : U → Y be the
map induced by x. Notice that it is a flat effective epimorphism by Lemma A.1-(2). We consider
the stack Coh(KB, u).
Lemma 2.15. There is a canonical equivalence
Coh(KB, u) ≃ Bun(KB, u) .
Proof. We can review both Coh(KB, u) and Bun(KB, u) as full substacks of Map(KB, Perf). It is
therefore enough to show that they coincide as substacks ofMap(KB, Perf). Suppose first that K
is discrete. Then it is equivalent to a disjoint union of finitely many points, and therefore
KB ≃ Spec(C)
I ≃ Spec(C)∐ Spec(C)∐ · · · ∐ Spec(C) .
15Cf. [HL10, Definition 1.2.4] for the definition of semistability of coherent sheaves on projective schemes and [HL10,
Proposition 2.3.1] for the openness property in families of the semistability.
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In this case
Map(KB, Perf) ≃ Perf× Perf× · · · × Perf .
If S ∈ dAff, an S-point of Map(KB, Perf) is therefore identified with an object in Fun(I,Perf(S)).
Being of tor-amplitude 0 with respect to S is equivalent of being of tor-amplitude 0 on SI , and
therefore the conclusion follows in this case. Using the equivalence Sk+1 ≃ Σ(Sk), we deduce
that the same statement is true when K is a sphere. We now observe that since K is a finite space,
we can find a sequence of maps
K0 = ∅→ K1 → · · · → Kℓ = K ,
such that each map Ki → Ki+1 fits in a pushout diagram
Smi ∗
Ki Ki+1
.
The conclusion therefore follows by induction. 
Notice that the above lemma shows that Coh(KB, u) is independent of the choice of the map
x : I → K.
Now let X be a smooth and proper complex scheme. Define the stacks
CohB(X) := Coh(XB, u) and BunB(X) := Bun(XB, u) .
These stacks are geometric and locally of finite presentation since Perf(XB) is so. By Lemma 2.15,
we have CohB(X) = BunB(X). We call it the derived Betti moduli stack of X. In addition, we shall
call
BunnB(X) := Map(XB,BGLn)
the derived stack of of n-dimensional representations of the fundamental group π1(X) of X. The
terminology is justified by Lemma A.1-(3).
Remark 2.16. Assume that X is a smooth projective complex curve. Then BunnB(X) can be ob-
tained as a quasi-Hamiltonian derived reduction16. Indeed, let X′ be the topological space Xtop
minus a disk D. Then one can easily see that X′ deformation retracts onto a wedge of 2gX circles,
where gX is the genus of X. We get
BunnB(X) ≃ Bun
n
B(X
′)×BunnB(S1)
BunnB(D) .
Since BunnB(S
1) ≃ [GLn/GLn] (see, e.g., [Cal14, Example 3.8]), and Bun
n
B(D) ≃ Bun
n
B(pt), we
obtain
BunnB(X) ≃ Bun
n
B(X
′)×[GLn/GLn] [pt/GLn] .
Thus, BunnB(X) is the quasi-Hamiltonian derived reduction of Bun
n
B(X
′). By further using
BunnB(X
′) ≃ BunnB(S
1)× 2gX , the derived stack BunnB(X) reduces to
BunnB(X) ≃ [GL
× 2gX
n ×GLn pt/GLn] .
△
16Cf. [Saf16] for the notion of Hamiltonian reduction in the derived setting.
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2.2.2. de Rham shape. Let X be a smooth, proper and connected scheme over C. Thanks to
Lemma A.2, we take Y := XdR, U := X and u := λX be the canonical map. Define the stacks
CohdR(X) := Coh(XdR, λX) and BundR(X) := Bun(XdR, λX) .
These stacks are geometric and locally of finite presentation since Perf(XdR) is so
17.
Lemma 2.17. There is a natural equivalence
CohdR(X) ≃ BundR(X) .
Proof. We can see both derived stacks as full substacks of Map(XdR, Perf). Let S ∈ dAff and
let x : S → Map(XdR,BGLn). Then x classifies a perfect complex F ∈ Perf(XdR × S) such that
G := (λX × idS)
∗(F ) ∈ Perf(X× S) has tor-amplitude 0 and rank n. Since the map X× S→ S is
flat, it follows that G has tor-amplitude 0 relative to S, and therefore that x determines a point in
CohdR(X).
Vice-versa, let x : S → CohdR(X). Let F ∈ Perf(XdR × S) be the corresponding perfect com-
plex and let G := (λX × idS)
∗(F ). Then by assumption G has tor-amplitude 0 relative to S. We
wish to show that it has tor-amplitude 0 on X× S. Using Lemma 2.3, we see that it is enough to
prove that for every geometric point s : Spec(K) → S, the perfect complex j∗(G) ∈ Perf(XK) has
tor-amplitude 0. Here XK := Spec(K)× X and j : XK → X is the natural morphism. Consider the
commutative diagram
XK X× S
(XK)dR XdR × S
λXK
j
λX×idS
jdR
.
Then
j∗s G ≃ λ
∗
XK
j∗dRF .
We therefore see that j∗G comes from a K-point of CohdR(X). By [HTT08, Theorem 1.4.10], j
∗G is
a vector bundle on X, i.e. that it has tor-amplitude 0. The conclusion follows. 
We shall call CohdR(X) the derived de Rham moduli stack of X.
2.2.3. Dolbeault shape. Let X be a smooth, proper and connected complex scheme. We take Y :=
XDol (resp. Y := X
nil
Dol), U := X and u := κX (resp. u := κ
nil
X ). Then by Lemma A.3, we define
CohDol(X) := Coh(XDol, κX) and Coh
nil
Dol(X) := Coh(X
nil
Dol, κ
nil
X ) ,
and
BunDol(X) := Bun(XDol, κX) and Bun
nil
Dol(X) := Bun(X
nil
Dol, κ
nil
X ) .
These stacks are geometric and locally of finite presentation since Perf(XDol) and Perf(X
nil
Dol) are
so18.
We call CohDol(X) the derived Dolbeaut moduli stack of X, while Coh
nil
Dol(X) is the derived nilpo-
tent Dolbeaut moduli stack of X. The truncation CohDol(X)
cl (resp. CohnilDol(X)
cl ) coincides with
the moduli stack of Higgs sheaves (resp. nilpotent Higgs sheaves) on X.
We denote by X : Coh
nil
Dol(X)→ CohDol(X) and 
bun
X : Bun
nil
Dol(X)→ BunDol(X) the canonical
maps induced by ıX : XDol → X
nil
Dol.
17A possible way to prove the geometricity of Perf(XdR) is to combine Simpson’s proof of the geometricity of the
corresponding underived stack [Sim09], Lemma 3.16 which implies the existence of the cotangent complex for Perf(XdR),
and Lurie’s representability theorem [TV08, Theorem C.0.9].
18By following similar arguments as in the previous footnote, one proves the geometricity of Perf(XDol). By using
Lemma 3.20, also one gets the geometricity of Perf(XnilDol).
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Remark 2.18. Let X be a smooth and proper complex scheme. Define the derived geometric stack
Higgsnaı¨f(X) := T∗[0]Coh(X) = SpecCoh(X)
(
Sym(TCoh(X))
)
.
There is a natural morphism
CohDol(X) −→ Higgs
naı¨f(X) ,
which is an equivalence when X is a smooth and projective curve (see, e.g., [GiR18]). In higher
dimension, this morphism is no longer an equivalence. This is due to the fact that in higher
dimensions the symmetric algebra and the tensor algebra on TCoh(X) differ. △
Let X be a smooth projective complex scheme. For any monic polynomial p(m) ∈ Q[m], we
set
Coh
p(m)
Dol
(X) := Perf(XDol)×Perf(X) Coh
p(m)(X) ,
Coh
nil, p(m)
Dol
(X) := Perf(XnilDol)×Perf(X) Coh
p(m)(X) ,
and
Bun
p(m)
Dol
(X) := Perf(XDol)×Perf(X) Bun
p(m)(X) ,
Bun
nil, p(m)
Dol
(X) := Perf(XnilDol)×Perf(X) Bun
p(m)(X) ,
These are geometric stacks locally of finite presentation.
As shown by Simpson [Sim94a, Sim94b], the higher dimensional analogue of the semistability
condition for Higgs bundles on a curve (introduced, e.g., in [Nit91]) is an instance of the Gieseker
stability condition for modules over a sheaf of rings of differential operators, when such a sheaf
is induced by Ω1X with zero symbol (see [Sim94a, §2] for details). This semistability condition is
an open property for flat families (cf. [Sim94a, Lemma 3.7]). Thus, there exists a open substack
Coh
ss, p(m)
Dol (X)
cl of Coh
p(m)
Dol (X)
cl parameterizing families of semistable Higgs sheaves on X with
fixed reduced polynomial p(m); we denote by
Coh
ss, p(m)
Dol
(X)
its canonical derived enhancement. Similarly, we define Coh
nil, ss, p(m)
Dol
(X), Bun
ss, p(m)
Dol
(X) and
Bun
nil, ss, p(m)
Dol
(X). These are geometric stacks locally of finite presentation.
Finally, for any integer 0 ≤ d ≤ dim(X), set
Coh6d
Dol
(X) := Perf(XDol)×Perf(X) Coh
6d(X) ,
Cohnil,6dDol (X) := Perf(X
nil
Dol)×Perf(X) Coh
6d(X) .
These are geometric stacks locally of finite presentation.
Remark 2.19. Let X be a smooth projective complex curve and let µ ∈ Q (which corresponds
to a choice of a reduced Hilbert polynomial). Then one has Coh
ss, µ
Dol
(X) ≃ Bun
ss, µ
Dol
(X) and
Coh
nil, ss, µ
Dol
(X) ≃ Bun
nil, ss, µ
Dol
(X). △
3. DERIVED MODULI STACK OF EXTENSIONS OF COHERENT SHEAVES
Let ∆1 be the 1-simplex, and define the functor
Perf∆
1×∆1 : dAffop −→ S
by
Perf∆
1×∆1(Spec(A)) := Fun(∆1 × ∆1,Perf(A))≃ .
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We let Perfext denote the full substack of Perf∆
1×∆1 whose Spec(A)-points corresponds to dia-
grams
F1 F2
F4 F3
in Perf(A) which are pullbacks and where F4 ≃ 0. Notice that
Perf∆
1×∆1 ≃MFun(∆1×∆1,Perf(k)) .
Since Fun(∆1×∆1,Perf(k)) is of finite type, [TVa07, Theorem 3.6] implies that Perf∆
1×∆1 is locally
geometric and locally of finite presentation. Observe that the natural map Perfext → Perf∆
1×∆1
is representable by Zariski open immersions. Therefore Perfext is itself a locally geometric stack
locally of finite presentation. There are three natural morphisms
evi : Perf
ext −→ Perf , i = 1, 2, 3 ,
which at the level of functor of points send a fiber sequence
F1 −→ F2 −→ F3
to F1, F2 and F3, respectively.
Let X ∈ dSt be a derived geometric stack. We define
Perf∆
1×∆1(X) := Map(X, Perf∆
1×∆1) ,
and
Perfext(X) := Map(X, Perfext) .
Once again, the morphism
Perfext(X) −→ Perf∆
1×∆1(X) (3.1)
is representable by Zariski open immersions. Moreover, the morphism evi induce a morphism
Perfext(X)→ Perf(X), which we still denote evi. We define Coh
ext(X) as the pullback
Cohext(X) Perfext(X)
Coh(X)×3 Perf(X)×3
ev1×ev2×ev3 . (3.2)
Since the natural map Coh(X)→ Perf(X) is formally e´tale, the same goes for
Cohext(X) −→ Perfext(X) .
Similarly, we define Bunext(X) as the pullback with respect to a diagram of the form (3.2), where
we have substituted Coh(X)×3 with Bun(X)×3.
In the remaining of this section, we assume that X is a smooth and proper complex scheme.
Proposition 3.1. Let x : Spec(A)→ Perfext(X) be a morphism and let
F1 −→ F2 −→ F3
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be the fiber sequence in Perf(X× Spec(A)) corresponding to x. Then x∗LPerfext(X)[1] coincides with the
colimit in Perf(A) of the diagram
p+(F2 ⊗F
∨
3 ) p+(F3 ⊗F
∨
3 )
p+(F1 ⊗F
∨
2 ) p+(F2 ⊗F
∨
2 )
p+(F1 ⊗F
∨
1 )
, (3.3)
where p : X × Spec(A)→ Spec(A) is the natural projection and
p+ : QCoh(X× Spec(A))→ QCoh(Spec(A))
is the left adjoint to p∗ introduced in [Lur18, Proposition 6.4.5.3].
Proof. First, since the morphism (3.1) is a Zariski open immersion, we can instead compute the
cotangent complex of Perf∆
1×∆1(X) at the induced point, which we still denote by x : Spec(A)→
Perf∆
1×∆1(X).
Write
F := Spec(A)×
Perf∆
1×∆1 (X)
Spec(A) ,
and let δx : Spec(A) → F be the diagonal morphism induced by x. In virtue of [TV08, Proposi-
tion 1.4.1.11] (see also [PY17, Proposition 7.9]) we know that
x∗L
Perf∆
1×∆1 (X)
≃ δ∗xLF[−1] .
We therefore focus on the computation of δ∗xLF. Given f : Spec(B) → Spec(A), write fX for the
induced morphism
fX : X× Spec(B) −→ X× Spec(A) .
We can identify F(Spec(B))with the∞-groupoid of commutative diagrams
f ∗XF1 f
∗
XF2 f
∗
XF3
f ∗XF1 f
∗
XF2 f
∗
XF3
α1 α2 α3
in Perf(X × Spec(B)), where α1, α2 and α3 are equivalences. In other words, F(Spec(B)) fits in
the following limit diagram:
F(Spec(B))  Aut( f ∗XF3)
 Aut( f ∗XF2) Map( f
∗
XF2, f
∗
XF3)
Aut( f ∗XF1) Map( f
∗
XF1, f
∗
XF2)
.
Here the mapping and automorphism spaces are taken in Perf(X× Spec(B)). We have to repre-
sent the functor
DerF(A;−) : A-Mod −→ S
which sends M ∈ A-Mod to the space
fibδx (F(Spec(A⊕M)) −→ F(Spec(A))) .
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Write XA := X× Spec(A) and let p : XA → Spec(A) be the natural projection, so that
(XA)[p
∗M] ≃ X× Spec(A⊕M) .
Let d0 : XA[p
∗M]→ XA be the zero derivation. Observe now that
{idFi} ×Map(Fi,Fi) Map(d
∗
0Fi, d
∗
0Fi) ≃ {idFi} ×Map(Fi,Fi) Aut(d
∗
0Fi) .
We are therefore free to replaceAut(d∗0Fi) byMap(d
∗
0Fi, d
∗
0Fi) in the diagram computing F(Spec(A⊕
M)). Unraveling the definitions, we can thus identify DerF(A;M) with the pullback diagram
DerF(A;M)  Map(F3,F3 ⊗ p
∗M)
 Map(F2,F2 ⊗ p
∗M) Map(F2,F3 ⊗ p
∗M)
Map(F1,F1 ⊗ p
∗M) Map(F1,F2 ⊗ p
∗M)
.
Since F1, F2 and F3 are perfect, they are dualizable. Moreover, since X is smooth and proper,
[Lur18, Proposition 6.4.5.3] guarantees the existence of a left adjoint p+ for p
∗. We can therefore
rewrite the above diagram as
DerF(A;M)  Map(p+(F3 ⊗F
∨
3 ),M)
 Map(p+(F2 ⊗F
∨
2 ),M) Map(p+(F2 ⊗F
∨
3 ),M)
Map(p+(F1 ⊗F
∨
1 ),M) Map(p+(F1 ⊗F
∨
2 ),M)
where now the mapping spaces are computed in Perf(X × Spec(A)). Therefore, the Yoneda
lemma implies that DerF(A;M) is representable by the colimit of the diagram (3.3) in Perf(X ×
Spec(A)). 
Remark 3.2. There are two natural morphisms
fib, cofib : Perf∆
1
(X) −→ Perfext(X) ,
which send a morphism β : F → G to the fiber sequence
fib(β) −→ F −→ G (resp. F −→ G −→ cofib(β)) .
Applying [Lur09, Proposition 4.3.2.15] twice, we see that these morphisms are equivalences.
Let y : Spec(A)→ Perf∆
1×∆1(X) be a morphism classifying a diagram
F1 F2
0 F3
.
Let x : Spec(A) → Perf∆
1
(X) is the point corresponding to F1 → F2. Then we have a canonical
morphism
x∗L
Perf∆
1
(X)
[1] −→ y∗L
Perf∆
1×∆1 (X)
[1] ,
which in general is not an equivalence. When the point y factors through the open substack
Perfext(X), then the above morphism becomes an equivalence. △
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Lemma 3.3. Let X be a smooth and proper complex scheme of dimension n. Then the cotangent complex
LCohext(X) is perfect and has tor-amplitude [−1, n− 1]. In particular, Coh
ext(X) is smooth when X is a
curve and derived lci when X is a surface.
Remark 3.4. Notice that Perfext(X) is not smooth, even if X is a smooth projective complex curve.
△
Proof of Lemma 3.3. Let Spec(A) ∈ dAff and let x : Spec(A) → Cohext(X) be a point. We have to
check that x∗TCohext(X) is perfect and in tor-amplitude [1− n, 1]. Since the map Coh
ext(X) →
Perfext(X) is formally e´tale, we can use Proposition 3.1 to compute the cotangent complex, and
hence the tangent one. Let
F1 −→ F2 −→ F3
be the fiber sequence in Perf(X× Spec(A)) corresponding to the point x. Let p : X× Spec(A) →
Spec(A) be the canonical projection. Using Remark 3.2 we see that x∗TCohext(X) fits in the pull-
back diagram
x∗TCohext(X) p∗(F
∨
2 ⊗F2)[1]
p∗(F∨1 ⊗F1)[1] p∗(F
∨
1 ⊗F2)[1]
.
Since X is smooth and proper, p∗ preserves perfect complexes. Therefore, x
∗TCohext(X) is perfect.
In order to check that it has tor-amplitude [1− n, 1], it is sufficient to check that its pullback
to Spec(π0(A)) has tor-amplitude [1− n, 1]. In other words, we can suppose from the very be-
ginning that A is discrete. In this case, F1, F2 and F3 are discrete as well and the map F1 → F2
is a monomorphism. Since X is an n-dimensional scheme, the functor p∗ has cohomological di-
mension n. It is therefore sufficient to check that π−n(x∗TCohext(X)) = 0. We have a long exact
sequence
Extnp(F1,F1)⊕ Ext
n
p(F2,F2)→ Ext
n
p(F1,F2)
→π−n(x
∗TCohext(X))→ Ext
n+1
p (F1,F1)⊕ Ext
n+1
p (F2,F2) .
Choose an integer m ≫ 0 such that both sheaves F1(m) and F2(m) are globally generated and
we have Rℓp∗(Fi(m)) = 0 for ℓ ≥ 1. We can therefore choose a resolution
OX(−m)
⊕kn −→ . . . −→ OX(−m)
⊕k1 −→ OX(−m)
⊕k0 −→ F1 −→ 0 .
ThenHomX×Spec(A)(F1,F1) is equivalent to the complex
F (m)⊕k0 −→ F (m)⊕k1 −→ . . . −→ F (m)⊕kn .
Since Rℓp∗(F1(m)
⊕ki) = 0 for ℓ ≥ 1 and i = 0, . . . n, the cohomological descent spectral sequence
shows that
Extn+1p (F1,F1) := R
n+1p∗HomX×Spec(A)(F1,F1) = 0 .
Similarly, we see that Extn+1p (F2,F2) = 0. We are thus left to check that the map
Extnp(F1,F1)⊕ Ext
n
p(F2,F2) −→ Ext
n
p(F1,F2)
is surjective. It is enough to prove that
Extnp(F2,F2) −→ Ext
n
p(F1,F2)
is surjective. We have a long exact sequence
Extnp(F2,F2) −→ Ext
n
p(F1,F2) −→ Ext
n+1
p (F3,F2) .
The same argument given above shows that Extn+1p (F3,F2) = 0. The proof is therefore complete.

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We now study the regularity properties of the map
ev3 × ev1 : Coh
ext(X) −→ Coh(X) .
Let us start by recalling the following definition:
Definition 3.5. Let F : dAffop → S be a derived stack and let S be a derived geometric stack. Let
p : F→ S be a morphism between them.
(1) we say that p has cohomological dimension ≤ n if there exists n ≥ 0 such that for every
F ∈ QCoh♥(F), the quasi-coherent complex p∗(F ) belongs to QCoh
≥−n(S);
(2) we say that p is categorically proper if it is of finite cohomological dimension and the functor
p∗ : QCoh(F)→ QCoh(S) restricts to a functor
p∗ : Coh
−(F) −→ Coh−(S) .
(3) we say that p has global tor-amplitude ≤ n if the functor p∗ : QCoh(F) → QCoh(S) takes
quasi-coherent complexes in tor-amplitude ≤ a to objects in tor-amplitude ≤ a+ n.
We say that F has finite cohomological dimension (resp. is categorically proper, has finite tor-
amplitude) if the map F → Spec(C) has the same property. We say that F has universally finite
cohomological dimension (resp. is universally categorically proper, has universally finite global
tor-amplitude) if for every S ∈ dAff the projection pS : Y× S→ S has the same property. ⊘
Remark 3.6.
(1) Let p : F → S be a morphism of derived stacks. If F is geometric and S = Spec(A),
then p has tor-amplitude ≤ n if there exists an atlas u : U → F with U = Spec(B) such
that B has tor-amplitude ≤ n as an A-module (cf. [Lur18, Definition 6.1.1.1.]). If p has
finite cohomological dimension, then p has tor-amplitude ≤ n if and only if it has global
tor-amplitude ≤ n.
(2) In [PTVV13, Definition 2.1], the authors introduced the notion ofO-compact stack. Amor-
phism p : F → S is said to be strictly O-compact if the functor p∗ : QCoh(F) → QCoh(S)
commutes with filtered colimits and preserves perfect complexes. We say that p is O-
compact if it is universally strictly O-compact. We remark that if p has finite cohomolog-
ical dimension, then it commutes with filtered colimits. Moreover, if p is categorically
proper and has finite global tor-amplitude, then it preserves perfect complexes. Thus, if p
has finite cohomological dimension and finite global tor-amplitude, and it is categorically
proper, then p is strictly O-compact.
△
Lemma 3.7. Let Y ∈ dSt be a derived stack. If Y is categorically proper and has universally finite global
tor-amplitude then for every S ∈ dAff the functor
pS∗ : QCoh(Y× S) −→ QCoh(S)
restricts to a functor
pS∗ : Perf(Y× S) −→ Perf(S) .
Moreover, in this case the functor p∗S : Perf(S)→ Perf(Y× S) admits a left adjoint
pS+ : Perf(Y × S) −→ Perf(S) ,
which satisfies the base change property.
Proof. It follows from [HLP14, Corollary B.16] that Y is universally categorically proper and that
for every S ∈ dAff the projection pS : Y × S → S satisfies the projection formula. The functor
pS∗ preserves perfect complexes because perfect complexes can be characterized as those almost
perfect complexes that have finite tor-amplitude. Finally, we set
pS+(F ) := (pS∗(F
∨))∨
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for F ∈ Perf(Y × S). The projection formula implies that pS+ defines a left adjoint for p
∗
S. The
base change property is a direct consequence of the base change for pS∗. 
Proposition 3.8. Let Y ∈ dSt be a derived stack which is categorically proper and has universally finite
global tor-amplitude. Let q : Y × Perf(Y) × Perf(Y) → Perf(Y) × Perf(Y) be the canonical projec-
tion and F ∈ Perf(Y × Perf(Y)) be the universal perfect complex on Y. Let p1, p2 : Y × Perf(Y) ×
Perf(Y)→ Y × Perf(Y) be the two projections and set Fi := p
∗
i F . Then the map
ev3 × ev1 : Perf
ext(Y) −→ Perf(Y)× Perf(Y)
is equivalent to VPerf(Y)×Perf(Y)(q+HomY×Perf(Y)×Perf(Y)(F2,F1)[−1]).
Proof. Set
G := HomY×Perf(Y)×Perf(Y)(F2,F1)[−1] . (3.4)
Then for any S ∈ dAff and any point x : S→ Perf(Y)× Perf(Y), we can identify the fiber at x of
the morphism
MapdSt(S,VPerf(Y)×Perf(Y)(q+G)) −→ MapdSt(S, Perf(Y)× Perf(Y))
with the mapping space
MapPerf(S)(x
∗q+(G),OS) .
Consider the pullback square
Y × S Y× Perf(Y)× Perf(Y)
S Perf(Y)× Perf(Y)
y
qS q
x
.
The base change for the plus pushforward allows us to rewrite
x∗q+(G) ≃ qS+y
∗(G) .
Therefore, we have
MapPerf(S)(x
∗q+(G),OS) ≃ MapPerf(S)(qS+y
∗(G),OS)
≃ MapPerf(Y×S)(y
∗(G),OY×S)
≃ MapPerf(Y×S)(OY×S, y
∗(G∨))
≃ τ≥0Γ(Y× S,HomY×S(y
∗F1, y
∗F2)[1]) .
We therefore see that any choice of a fiber sequence
y∗F1 −→ F −→ y
∗F2
in Perf(Y× S) gives rise to a point S→ VPerf(Y)×Perf(Y)(q+G). This provides us with a canonical
map
Perf ext(Y) −→ VPerf(Y)×Perf(Y)(q+G) ,
which induces, for every point x : S→ Perf(Y)× Perf(Y) an equivalence
MapdSt/Perf(Y)×Perf(Y)
(
S, Perf ext(Y)
)
≃ MapdStPerf(Y)×Perf(Y)
(
S,VPerf(Y)×Perf(Y)(q+G)
)
.
The conclusion follows. 
Corollary 3.9. Let Y be a derived stack satisfying the same assumptions of Proposition 3.8. Then the
cotangent complex of the map
ev3 × ev1 : Perf
ext(Y) −→ Perf(Y)× Perf(Y)
is computed as
(ev3 × ev1)
∗
(
q+
(
HomY×Perf(Y)×Perf(Y)(F2,F1)[−1]
))
.
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Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 3.8 and of [Lur17, Proposition 7.4.3.14].

Corollary 3.10. Let X be a smooth and proper complex scheme of dimension n. Then the relative cotangent
complex of the map
ev3 × ev1 : Coh
ext(X) −→ Coh(X)× Coh(X) (3.5)
is perfect and has tor-amplitude [−1, n− 1]. In particular, it is smooth when X is a curve and derived l.c.i.
when X is a surface.
Remark 3.11. When X is a curve, Corollary 2.10 and Lemma 3.3 imply thatCohext(X) andCoh(X)
are smooth. This immediately implies that ev3 × ev1 is derived l.c.i., hence the above corollary
improves this result. △
Proof of Corollary 3.10. Let S ∈ dAff and let x : S → Perf ext(X) be a point classifying a fiber
sequence
F1 −→ F2 −→ F3
in Perf(X× S). If F1 and F3 have tor-amplitude 0 relative to S, then the same goes for F2. This
implies that the diagram
Cohext(X) Perf ext(X)
Coh(X)× Coh(X) Perf(X)× Perf(X)
ev3×ev1 ev3×ev1
is a pullback square. Notice that smooth and proper schemes are categorically proper and uni-
versally of tor-amplitude 0. Therefore the assumptions of Proposition 3.8 are satisfied. Since
the horizontal maps in the above diagram are formally e´tale, we can therefore use Corollary 3.9
to compute the relative cotangent complex of the morphism (3.5). This immediately implies
that this relative cotangent complex is perfect, and we are left to prove that it has tor-amplitude
[−1, n− 1]. For this reason, it is enough to prove that for any (underived) affine scheme S ∈ Aff
and any point x : S → Cohext(X), the perfect complex x∗Lev3×ev1 has tor-amplitude [−1, n− 1].
Let F1 → F2 → F3 be the extension classified by x and let qS : Y × S → S be the canonical
projection. The base change for the plus pushforward reduces us to compute the tor-amplitude
of
qS+(HomX×S(F3,F1)[−1]) ≃ (qS∗(HomX×S(F1,F3)[1]))
∨ .
Moreover, since S is generic, it is enough to prove that
πi(qS∗(HomX×S(F1,F3)[1])) ≃ 0
for i ≤ 1− n. However
πi(qS∗(HomX×S(F1,F3)[1])) ≃ Ext
−i+1
q (F1,F3) .
Since S is underived, F1 and F3 belong to QCoh
♥(X × S). Since X has dimension n, it follows
that Ext
j
q(F1,F3) ≃ 0 for j > n. The conclusion follows. 
Corollary 3.12. Let X be a smooth and proper complex scheme of dimension n. Then the relative cotangent
complex of the map
ev3 × ev1 : Bun
ext(X) −→ Bun(X)× Bun(X)
is perfect and has tor-amplitude [−1, n− 1].
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Proof. The assertion follows by noticing that the diagram
Bunext(X) Cohext(X)
Bun(X)× Bun(X) Coh(X)×Coh(X)
ev3×ev1 ev3×ev1
is a pullback square. 
3.1. Extensions of coherent sheaves on shapes. We now introduce the analogue of the stack
Cohext(X) for the shapes of X.
LetY ∈ dSt be a derived stack and let u : U → Y be a flat effective epimorphism from a derived
geometric stack U. We define
Cohext(Y, u) := Perf ext(Y)×Perfext(U) Coh
ext(U) ,
Bunext(Y, u) := Perf ext(Y)×Perfext(U) Bun
ext(U) .
When the map u : U → Y is clear from the context, we will often abuse notations and write
Cohext(Y) instead of Cohext(Y, u). Notice that since the map Cohext(U) → Perf∆
1×∆1(U) is
formally e´tale, the same goes for the natural map
Cohext(Y, u) −→ Perf∆
1×∆1(Y) .
We now study the regularity properties of the map
ev3 × ev1 : Coh
ext(Y, u) −→ Coh(Y, u) .
We start by the following general consideration: if u : U → Y is a flat effective epimorphism, then
it follows from the definitions of Coh(Y, u) and Cohext(Y, u) that the diagram
Cohext(Y, u) Perf ext(Y)
Coh(Y, u)× Coh(Y, u) Perf(Y)× Perf(Y)
ev3×ev1 ev3×ev1
is a pullback square. In particular, if Y satisfies the assumptions of Proposition 3.8, then we
can compute the relative cotangent complex of the map ev3 × ev1 : Coh
ext(Y, u) → Coh(Y, u)×
Coh(Y, u) via Corollary 3.9. Our goal is to write explicit estimates for the tor-amplitude of this
map for Y being one of the Simpson’s shapes XB,XdR,XDol, and XDel, where X is a derived
geometric stack. For this, we first verify that these stacks satisfy the assumptions of Proposition
3.8.
3.1.1. Betti shape. Let K ∈ S be a finite space. The following lemma is already implicit in [TV08,
PTVV13]. We include the proof only for sake of completeness:
Lemma 3.13. The derived stack KB is categorically proper and universally of global tor-amplitude≤ 0.
Proof. Since K is a finite space, we can write it as a composition
K0 = ∅ K1 · · · Kn = K ,
a0 a1 an
where each map ai : Ki → Ki+1 fits in a pushout diagram
Smi ∗
Ki Ki+1
qi
bi xi
ai
.
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Denote by pi : (Ki)B → Spec(C) the canonical map. The above pushout diagram implies that we
have an equivalence
QCoh((Ki+1)) ≃ QCoh((Ki)B)×QCoh((Smi)B) k-Mod .
It follows from the discussion following [PY16, Corollary 8.6] that for F ∈ QCoh(Ki+1) one has a
pullback diagram
(pi+1)∗(F ) (pi)∗(a
∗
i F )
x∗i (F ) (qi)∗(b
∗
i a
∗
i F )
.
Since k-Mod+, Coh−(Spec(k)) and the full subcategory of k-Mod spanned by objects of tor-ampli-
tude ≤ 0 are closed under finite limits, we see that if the derived stacks (Ki)B and (S
mi)B are
categorically proper and universally of global tor-amplitude≤ 0, then the same goes for (Ki+1)B.
We can therefore argue by induction: the statement for K0 is trivial, and we are thus immediately
reduced to check it for the spheres. Since Sm+1 ≃ Σ(Sn), we can once more proceed by induction,
and reduce ourselves to the case of S0. In this case, (S0)B = Spec(k) ∐ Spec(k), and here the
statement is obvious. 
It follows from this lemma that the relative cotangent complex of the map
ev3 × ev1 : Coh
ext(KB, u) −→ Coh(KB, u)× Coh(KB, u) (3.6)
at a point S→ Cohext(KB, u) classifying an extensionF1 → F → F2 in Perf(KB×S) is computed
by the pullback along the projection S×Coh(KB,u)×Coh(KB,u) Coh
ext(KB, u)→ S of
qS+
(
HomKB×S(F2,F1)[−1]
)
.
Here qS : KB × S→ S is the natural projection. In particular, we obtain:
Proposition 3.14. Suppose that KB has cohomological dimension ≤ m. The relative cotangent complex
of the map (3.6) has tor-amplitude contained in [−1,m− 1]. Furthermore, if K is the space underlying a
complex scheme X of complex dimension n, then we can take m = 2n.
Proof. It is enough to prove that for every underived affine scheme S ∈ Aff and every point
x : S → Cohext(KB, u) classifying an extension F1 → F → F2 in Perf(KB × S) of perfect com-
plexes of tor-amplitude 0 relative to S, the complex qS+(HomKB×S(F2,F1)[−1]) is contained in
cohomological amplitude [−1,m− 1]. Unraveling the definitions, this is equivalent to check that
the complex qS∗(HomKB×S(F1,F2)) is contained in cohomological amplitude [−m, 0]. This fol-
lows from the assumption on the cohomological dimension of KB and from Lemma 2.15. 
Now let X be a smooth and proper complex scheme. Define the stacks
CohextB (X) := Coh
ext(XtopB , u) and Bun
ext
B (X) := Bun
ext(XtopB , u) .
These stacks are geometric and locally of finite presentation since Perf ext(XtopB ) is so. In addition,
by Lemma 2.15 we get CohextB (X) ≃ Bun
ext
B (X).
Corollary 3.15. If X is a smooth projective complex curve and K := Xtop, then the map (3.6) is derived
locally complete intersection.
3.1.2. De Rham shape. Let X be a smooth and proper complex scheme of dimension n.
Lemma 3.16. The derived stack XdR is categorically proper and universally of global tor-amplitude≤ 0.
Proof. Let us first prove that XdR has finite cohomological dimension. Let q : XdR → Spec(C)
and p : X → Spec(C) be the natural morphisms. We can identify F ∈ QCoh♥(XdR) with a left
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DX-module. Using [Bha12, Corollary 4.30] and [CPT
+17, Proposition 2.2.3] we obtain a canonical
equivalence
q∗(F ) ≃ p∗(λ
∗
XF ⊗OX |DR(OX)|) .
Here |DR(OX)| is the realization of the mixed de Rham algebra of X. Since X is smooth, we can
simply identify it with the complex
OX Ω
1
X · · · Ω
n
X
ddR ddR ddR .
Since X is of dimension n, the spectral sequence for descent implies that XdR has finite cohomo-
logical dimension. Moreover, since X is proper, we see that p∗(F ⊗OX Ω
n
X) has coherent coho-
mology. Therefore, the spectral sequence for descent implies once again that XdR is categorically
proper. Observe now that since X is underived, λ∗XF belongs to Coh
b(X). This together with the
derived base change immediately implies that XdR has universally global tor-amplitude≤ 0. 
Define the stacks
CohextdR (X) := Coh
ext(XdR, λX) and Bun
ext
dR (X) := Bun
ext(XdR, λX) .
These stacks are geometric and locally of finite presentation since Perf ext(XdR) is so. In addition,
by Lemma 2.17 we get CohextdR (X) ≃ Bun
ext
dR (X).
As in the case of the Betti shape, we deduce that the relative cotangent complex of the map
ev3 × ev1 : Coh
ext
dR (X) −→ CohdR(X)× CohdR(X) (3.7)
at a point x : S → Cohext(XdR) classifying an extension F1 → F → F2 in Perf(XdR × S) is
computed by the pullback along the projection S×CohdR(X)×CohdR(X) Coh
ext
dR (X)→ S of
qS+
(
HomXdR×S(F2,F1)[−1]
)
.
Here qS : XdR × S→ S is the natural projection. In particular, we obtain:
Proposition 3.17. Suppose that X is connected and of dimension n. The the relative cotangent complex
of the map (3.7) has tor-amplitude contained in [−1, 2n− 1].
Proof. It is enough to prove that for every underived affine scheme S ∈ Aff and every point
x : S → CohextdR (X) classifying an extension F1 → F → F2 in PerfdR(X × S) of perfect com-
plexes of tor-amplitude 0 relative to S, the complex qS+(HomXdR×S(F2,F1)[−1]) is contained in
cohomological amplitude [−1, 2n− 1]. Unraveling the definitions, this is equivalent to check that
the complex qS∗(HomKB×S(F1,F2)) is contained in cohomological amplitude [−2n, 0]. In other
words, we have to check that
ExtiXdR×S(F1,F2) = 0
for i > 2n. This follows from [HTT08, Theorem 2.6.11] and [Ber83, §11]. 
Corollary 3.18. If X is a smooth projective complex curve, then the map (3.7) is derived locally complete
intersection.
3.1.3. Dolbeault shape. Let X be a smooth and proper complex scheme.
Lemma 3.19. The derived stack XDol is categorically proper and universally of tor-amplitude≤ 0.
Proof. Using the BNR correspondence for perfect complexes proven in Proposition B.3, we can
identify Perf(XDol) with the ∞-category Perf p-prop(X) of perfect complexes properly supported
with respect to the projection p : T∗X → X. Under this equivalence, the functor
q∗ : QCoh(XDol) −→ QCoh(X)
is identified with the global section functor on T∗X. Since X is smooth, T∗X is smooth as well,
and therefore we conclude that XDol has universally tor-amplitude ≤ 0. Finite cohomological
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dimension follows immediately. Finally, categorical properness is consequence of the properness
of X, Lemma B.2 and the BNR correspondence. 
By using similar arguments as above and Corollary B.4, one can prove the following.
Lemma 3.20. The derived stack XnilDol is categorically proper and universally of tor-amplitude≤ 0.
Define the stacks
CohextDol(X) := Coh
ext(XDol, κX) and Bun
ext
Dol(X) := Bun
ext(XDol, κX) ,
Cohnil, ext
Dol
(X) := Cohext(XnilDol, κ
nil
X ) and Bun
nil, ext
Dol
(X) := Bunext(XnilDol, κ
nil
X ) .
These stacks are geometric and locally of finite presentation since Perf ext(XDol) and Perf
ext(XnilDol)
are so.
As in the case of the Betti and de Rham shapes, we thus deduce that the relative cotangent
complex of the map
ev3 × ev1 : Coh
ext
Dol(X) −→ CohDol(X)×CohDol(X) (3.8)
at a point x : S → CohextDol(X) classifying an extension F1 → F → F2 in Perf(XDol × S) is
computed by the pullback along the projection S×CohDol(X)×CohDol(X) Coh
ext
Dol(X)→ S of
qS+
(
HomXDol×S(F2,F1)[−1]
)
.
Here qS : XDol × S→ S is the natural projection. In particular, we obtain:
Proposition 3.21. Suppose that X is connected and of dimension n. Then the relative cotangent complex
of the map (3.8) has tor-amplitude in [−1, 2n− 1].
Proof. It is enough to check that for every underived affine scheme S ∈ Aff and every point
x : S → CohextDol(X) classifying an extension F1 → F → F2 in Perf(XDol × S) of perfect com-
plexes of tor-amplitude 0 relative to S, the complex qS+(HomXDol×S(F2,F1)[−1]) is contained in
cohomological amplitude [−1, 2n− 1]. Unraveling the definitions, this is equivalent to check that
the complex qS∗HomXDol×S(F1,F2) is contained in cohomological amplitude [−2n, 0]. In other
words, we have to check that
ExtiXDol×S(F1,F2) = 0
for i > 2n. This follows from the BNR correspondence [Sim94b, Lemma 6.8] (cf. also [GK05, §4]
and [SS18, §2.3]). 
Corollary 3.22. If X is a smooth projective complex curve, then the map (3.8) is derived locally complete
intersection.
4. TWO-DIMENSIONAL CATEGORIFIED HALL ALGEBRAS
4.1. Convolution algebra structure for the stack of perfect complexes. Most of the results in
this section are due to T. Dyckerhoff and M. Kapranov [DK12]. For the convenience of the reader
we briefly recall their constructions. Let
T := Hom∆([1],−) : ∆ −→ Cat∞ ,
where ∆ is the simplicial category.
We write Tn instead of T([n]). Given any C-linear stable ∞-category C , we let
SC := Fun(T(−), C) : ∆op −→ Cat∞.
We refer to SC as the∞-categoricalWaldhausen construction on C . We alsowrite SnC for Fun(Tn, C).
It follows from [DK12, Theorem 7.3.3] that SC is a 2-Segal object in Cat∞.
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Assume furthermore that C is smooth and proper. Then for any integer n ≥ 0, the category
Tn is finite and therefore Fun(Tn, C) is again smooth and proper. Applying the moduli of objects
construction of Toe¨n-Vaquie´ [TVa07] we obtain a simplicial derived stack
MSC : ∆
op −→ dSt .
Since the functor (−)≃ : Cat∞ → S commutes with limits, we immediately deduce thatMSC is
a 2-Segal object in dSt (cf. [DK12, Theorem 7.4.18]). Applying this construction when C = PerfC
we obtain a simplicial derived stack
SPerf : ∆op −→ dSt ,
which is a 2-Segal object. We write SnPerf forMSnPerfC .
Let now X ∈ dSt be a derived stack. Since the functorMap(X,−) : dSt→ dSt commutes with
limits, we obtain a 2-Segal object
Map(X, SPerf) : ∆op −→ dSt .
To simplify the notation, we will denote this 2-Segal object by SPerf(X). As before, we write
SnPerf(X) instead ofMap(X, SnPerf).
Recall now from [DK12, Theorem 11.1.6] that if T is a presentable ∞-category then there is a
canonical functor
2-Seg(T ) −→ AlgE1(Corr
×(T )) .
Here Corr×(T ) denotes the (∞, 2)-category of correspondences equipped with the symmetric
monoidal structure induced from the cartesian structure on T . See [GaR17a, §7.2.1 & §9.2.1]. As
E1-algebras in corrispondences play a significant role for us, we introduce the following termi-
nology:
Definition 4.1. Let T be an ∞-category with finite products and let O⊗ be an ∞-operad. We
define the∞-category of O⊗-convolution algebras in T as the ∞-category AlgO⊗(Corr
×(T )).
Taking T = dSt, we therefore obtain the following result:
Proposition 4.2. Let X ∈ dSt be a derived stack. The 2-Segal object SPerf(X) endows Perf(X) with
the structure of an E1-convolution algebra in dSt.
Suppose now that X is a smooth derived geometric stack. For every integer n ≥ 0 we
let SnCoh(X) to be the full substack of SnPerf(X) whose Spec(A) points correspond to mor-
phisms f : Tn → Perf(X × Spec(A)) such that for each (i, j) ∈ Tn the object Fi,j := f (i, j) ∈
Perf(X × Spec(A)) has tor-amplitude ≤ 0 relative to Spec(A). Lemma 2.4 implies that this con-
dition defines indeed a substack of SnPerf(X). It is furthermore easy to verify that if [n]→ [m] is
a morphism in ∆ then the induced map
SmPerf(X) −→ SnPerf(X)
restricts to a morphism SmCoh(X)→ SnCoh(X). In other words, we obtain a simplicial object
SCoh(X) : ∆op −→ dSt .
Lemma 4.3. The simplicial object SCoh(X) is a 2-Segal object.
Proof. Using [DK12, Proposition 2.3.2(3)], we are reduced to check that for every n ≥ 3 and every
0 ≤ i < j ≤ n, the natural morphism
SnCoh(X) −→ Sn−j+i+1Coh(X)×S1Coh(X) Sj−iCoh(X)
is an equivalence. Here the morphism is induced by the maps [n− j+ i+ 1]→ [n] and [j− i]→
[n] corresponding to the inclusions
{0, 1, . . . , i, j, j+ 1, . . . , n} ⊂ {0, . . . , n} and {i, i+ 1, . . . , j} ⊂ {0, . . . , n}.
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We have the following commutative diagram:
SnCoh(X) Sn−j+i+1Coh(X)×S1Coh(X) Sj−iCoh(X)
SnPerf(X) Sn−j+i+1Perf(X)×S1Perf(X) Sj−iPerf(X).
The bottom horizontal map is an equivalence. After evaluating on S ∈ dAff , we see that the
vertical maps are induced by fully faithful functors. It is therefore enough to check that the
top horizontal functor is essentially surjective. Unraveling the definitions, we have to check the
following condition. Let F : Tn → Perf(X × S) be a semigrid of length n and write Fa,b for the
image of (a, b) ∈ Tn. Then if Fa,b ∈ CohS(X × S) for a, b ∈ {0, 1, . . . , i, j, j + 1, . . . , n} or for
a, b ∈ {i, i+ 1, . . . , j}, then Fa,b ∈ CohS(X × S) for all a, b. A simple induction argument reduces
ourselves to the following statement: suppose that
G0 G1
G2 G3
is a pullback square in Perf(X × S). Assume that G0, G2 and G3 belong to CohS(X× S). Then G1
belongs to CohS(X × S) as well. Since G0 and G3 have tor-amplitude 0 relative to S, we see that,
locally on X, for every G ∈ Coh♥(S) one has
πk(p∗(G1 ⊕G2)⊗ G) ≃ 0
for k ≥ 1, where p : X× S→ S is the canonical projection. However, πk(p∗(G2)⊗G) ≃ 0 because
G2 has tor-amplitude 0 relative to S. Therefore πk(p∗(G1)⊗G) ≃ 0 as well. The proof is therefore
complete. 
Corollary 4.4. Let X be a derived smooth geometric stack. Then 2-Segal derived stack SCoh(X) endows
Coh(X) with the structure of an E1-convolution algebra in dSt.
Let now Y ∈ dSt be a derived stack and let u : U → Y be a flat effective epimorphism, with
U a derived smooth geometric stack. We define SCoh(Y, u) as the following fiber product in
Fun(∆op, dSt):
SCoh(Y, u) SCoh(U)
SPerf(Y) SPerf(U)
.
Notice now that if C is an∞-category with finite products, then 2-Seg(C) →֒ Fun(∆op, C) is closed
under limits. In particular, we deduce that SCoh(Y, u) is a 2-Segal object. As a consequence, we
obtain:
Corollary 4.5. Let Y be a derived stack and let u : U → Y be a flat effective epimorphism, with U a derived
smooth geometric stack. Then 2-Segal derived stack SCoh(Y, u) endows Coh(Y, u) with the structure of
an E1-convolution algebra in dSt.
4.2. Categorification of CoHAs. The construction performed in [GaR17a, §3.1] provides us with
a right-lax symmetric monoidal functor
QCoh : Corr×(dSt) −→ Catst∞ ,
which can informally be described as follows:
• it sends a derived stack F ∈ Corr×(dSt) to QCoh(F);
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• it sends a 1-morphism
X0 X
X1
p
q
to the composition
QCoh(X0) QCoh(X) QCoh(X1)
p∗ q∗
;
• the right-lax symmetric monoidal structure is given by
⊠ : QCoh(X)⊗QCoh(Y) −→ QCoh(X×Y) .
Denoting by prX : X× Y → X and prY : X× Y → Y the two natural projections, then
F ⊠ G := pr∗XF ⊗OX×Y pr
∗
YG .
We now consider the full subcategory Corr×(dGeom)lci,rps of Corr
×(dSt) characterized as fol-
lows:
• the objects of Corr×(dGeom)lci,rps are derived geometric stacks;
• the 1-morphisms from X0 to X1 are correspondences
X0 X
X1
p
q
where X is a derived geometric stack, p is derived lci and q is representable by proper
schemes.
The right-lax symmetric monoidal functor QCoh : Corr×(dSt)→ Cat∞ restricts to a right-lax sym-
metric monoidal functor over Corr×(dGeom)lci,rps.
Moreover, recall that the proof of [Toe¨12, Lemma 2.2] implies that if f : X → Y is a derived lci
morphism between derived geometric stacks, then the functor
f ∗ : QCoh(Y) −→ QCoh(X)
restricts to
f ∗ : Cohb(Y) −→ Cohb(X) .
On the other hand, if f is proper and of finite cohomological dimension then the proper direct
image theorem implies that
f∗ : QCoh(X) −→ QCoh(Y)
restricts to
f∗ : Coh
b(X) −→ Cohb(Y) .
These consideration imply that
QCoh : Corr×(dGeom)lci,rps −→ Cat
st
∞
admits a right-lax monoidal subfunctor
Cohb : Corr(dGeom)lci,rps −→ Cat
st
∞ .
Applying the tor-amplitude estimates obtained in §3, we obtain the following result:
Theorem 4.6. Let Y be one of the following derived stacks:
(1) a smooth proper complex scheme of dimension either one or two;
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(2) the Betti, de Rham or Dolbeault stack of a smooth projective curve.
Then the composition
Cohb(Coh(Y))× Cohb(Coh(Y))
⊠
−→ Cohb(Coh(Y)×Coh(Y))
q∗◦p∗
−−−→ Cohb(Coh(Y)) ,
where the map on the right-hand-side is induced by the 1-morphism in correspondences:
Cohext(Y)
Coh(Y)×Coh(Y) Coh(Y)
qp , (4.1)
endows Cohb(Coh(Y)) with the structure of an E1-monoidal stable ∞-category.
Proof. By Corollaries 4.4 and 4.5 we know that the 2-Segal object SCoh(Y) endows Coh(Y) with
the structure of an E1-algebra in Corr
×(dSt). By Corollary 3.10 we have a tor-amplitude estimate
of pwhen Y is a smooth proper complex scheme of dimension either one or two, while by Corol-
laries 3.15, 3.18 and 3.22 we have a tor-amplitude estimate of p when Y is the Betti, de Rham or
Dolbeault stack of a smooth projective curve. Now, by using it together with the 2-Segal condi-
tion, we conclude that SCoh(Y) actually endows Coh(Y) with the structure of an E1-algebra in
Corr(dGeom)lci,rps. Applying the right-lax monoidal functor Coh
b : Corr(dGeom)lci,rps → Cat
st
∞, we
conclude that Cohb(Coh(Y)) inherits the structure of an E1-algebra in Cat
st
∞. 
Since E1-algebras in Cat
st
∞ are (by definition) the same as E1-monoidal categories in Cat
st
∞, we
refer to the corresponding tensor structure as the CoHA tensor structure on Cohb(Coh(Y)). We
denote this monoidal structure by ©⋆ .
Remark 4.7. Let Y be smooth proper complex scheme of dimension either one or two. Then the
stack Bun(Y) is an E1-algebra in Corr
×(dGeom)lci,rps. Assume that Y is projective, then the same
holds for all the moduli stacks introduced in §2.1. If Y is quasi-projective, then Coh6dprop(Y) is an
E1-algebra in Corr
×(dGeom)lci,rps for any integer d ≤ dim(Y).
Similarly, for the Dolbeaut shape, a statement similar to that of Theorem 4.6 holds for all the
moduli stacks introduced in §2.2.3. △
4.2.1. Applications. Let S be a smooth (quasi-)projective complex surface and let 0 ≤ d ≤ 2 be
an integer. A convolution algebra structure on the Grothendieck group K0( Coh
6d
prop(S)
cl ) of the
truncation of the derived geometric stack Coh6dprop(S) has been defined in [Zha19, KV19].
The main difficulty in defining the convolution product in loc. cit. consisted of having a refined
Gysin pullback p! for the map p in K-theory. This is achieved by using Behrend-Fantechi perfect
obstruction theory, which concretely boils down to prove that both Coh6dprop(S)
cl × Coh6dprop(S)
cl
and the truncation of the corresponding derived geometric stack of extensions fit into a cartesian
diagram with a map between smooth stacks such that p is obtained as a pullback. Such smooth
stacks are defined by using an explicit presentation of the complex of extensions (3.4).
As explained in [MR18, §4.3], a perfect obstruction theory gives rise to a derived enhancement:
in our case, we obtain derived enhancements of the classical stack of coherent sheaves and of the
classical stack of extensions of coherent sheaveswhich are different from those defined by us in §2
and §3, since the former ones depend on a choice of an explicit presentation of the complex (3.4).
It is important to remark that different presentations for the complex (3.4) give rise to different
derived enhancements. However, it is possible to show that the G-theory and the cohomological
Hall algebra product are in fact independent on such choices. The same cannot be said for the
stable∞-category of bounded coherent sheaves on these derived enhancements.
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Anyhow, by using deformation to the normal cone of the inclusion Coh6dprop(S)
cl → Coh6dprop(S)
together with A1-invariance of G-theory (cf. the proof of [MR18, Proposition 4.3.2]), it is possible
to show the following:
Theorem 4.8. Let S be a smooth (quasi-)projective complex surface and let 0 ≤ d ≤ 2 be an inte-
ger. The convolution algebra product on K0( Coh
6d
prop(S)
cl ), induced by the CoHA tensor structure
on the stable ∞-category Cohb(Coh6dprop(S)), coincides with that defined in [Zha19, KV19]. Thus,(
Cohb(Coh6dprop(S)),©⋆
)
is a categorification of the cohomological Hall algebra of a smooth surface.
We will give more details in a subsequent version of this paper.
4.3. The equivariant case. The main results of §4.1 and of §4.2 carry over without additional
difficulties in the equivariant setting. Let us sketch how to modify the key constructions.
Let X ∈ dSt be a derived stack and let G ∈ Mongp
E1
(dSt×) be a grouplike E1-monoid in derived
stacks acting on X. Typically, X will be geometric and G will be an algebraic group. Since the
monoidal structure on dSt is cartesian, we can use [Lur17, Proposition 4.2.2.9] to reformulate the
datum of the G-action on X as a diagram
AG,X : ∆
op × ∆1 −→ dSt
satisfying the relative 1-Segal condition. Informally speaking, AG,X is the diagram
· · · G2 × X G× X X
· · · G2 G Spec(k)
,
which encodes at the same time theE1-structure on G and the action onX. We denote the geomet-
ric realization of the top simplicial object by [X/G], while it is customary to denote the geometric
realization of the bottom one by BG.
We now define
SPerfG(X) : ∆
op −→ dSt/BG
by setting
SPerfG(X) := Map/BG([X/G], SPerf× BG) .
We also write PerfG(X) for S0PerfG(X). Notice that
Spec(k)×BG SPerfG(X) ≃Map(X, SPerf) .
We can therefore unpack the datum of the map SPerfG(X) → BG by saying that G acts canoni-
cally on SPerf(X). From this point of view, we have a canonical equivalence19
SPerfG(X) ≃ [SPerf(X)/G] .
As an immediate consequence we find that
Cohb(PerfG(X)) ≃ Coh
b
G(Perf(X)) .
The right hand side denotes the G-equivariant stable∞-category of bounded coherent complexes
on Perf(X). Since the functor
Map/BG([X/G], (−)× BG) : dSt −→ dSt/BG
commutes with limits, we deduce:
Proposition 4.9. The simplicial derived stack SPerfG(X) : ∆
op → dSt/BG is a 2-Segal object.
19This is nothing but a very special case of the descent for ∞-topoi, see [Lur09, Theorem 6.1.3.9 and Proposi-
tion 6.1.3.10].
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Suppose now that X is a derived geometric stack. Then the morphism [X/G]→ BG is smooth.
We define SCohG(X) ∈ Fun(∆
op, dSt/BG) as follows. Given a derived affine scheme S = Spec(A)
and a morphism x : S→ BG, we set
Map/BG(S, SCohG(X)) := (SCohS(S×BG [X/G]))
≃ ∈ Fun(∆op,S) .
We immediately obtain:
Corollary 4.10. Let X be a derived geometric stack. Then the simplicial derived stack SCohG(X) : ∆
op →
dSt/BG is a 2-Segal object.
The above 2-Segal object endowsCoh(X)with the structure of aG-equivariantE1-convolution
algebra in dSt.
Corollary 4.11. Let X be a derived geometric stack such that the 2-Segal object SCoh(X) endows
Coh(X) with the structure of an E1-algebra in Corr
×(dSt)lci,pcfd. If X admits an action of a smooth
algebraic group G, then the G-equivariant 2-Segal object SCohG(X) induces a E1-monoidal structure on
Cohb(CohG(X)) ≃ Coh
b
G(Coh(X)).
Proof. All we need to check is that the map ev3 × ev1 : Coh
ext
G (X) −→ CohG(X)× CohG(X) is
derived lci and that the map ev2 : Coh
ext
G (X) → CohG(X) is proper and of finite cohomological
dimension. We now observe that for i = 1, 2, 3 the right and the outer squares in the commutative
diagram
Cohext(X) Coh(X) Spec(k)
CohextG (X) CohG(X) BG
evi
evi
are pullback squares. Therefore the same goes for the left one. The conclusion now follows
because Spec(k)→ BG is a smooth atlas. 
Let Y ∈ dSt be a derived stack and let u : U → Y be a flat effective epimorphism from a
derived geometric stack U. Assume that both U and Y have an action of grouplike E1-monoid
G ∈ Mongp
E1
(dSt×) such that u is G-equivariant. Then the equivariant construction above extends
also to this case with minor modifications (similarly to those in §2.2 and §3.1).
4.3.1. Applications. Let Coh0(C
2) := Coh60prop(C
2) be the derived geometric stack of zero-dimen-
sional coherent sheaves on C2. The construction performed above shows that the C∗ ×C∗-action
on C2 lifts to an action on Coh0(C
2), so one can consider both the non-equivariant and the equi-
variant versions of the cohomological Hall algebra construction for Coh0(C
2).
A convolution algebra structure on the Grothendieck group K0( Coh0(C
2)cl ) of the truncation
of Coh0(C
2) has been defined in [SV13b, SV12]. In loc. cit., the convolution product is defined
by using an explicit presentation of Coh0(C
2) as disjoint union of quotient stacks. In [KV19,
Proposition 6.1.5], the authors showed that the convolution product defined by using Behrend-
Fantechi perfect obstruction theory coincides with the convolution product defined by using the
explicit description of Coh0(C
2) in terms of quotient stacks. Thanks to this result (which holds
also equivariantly), by arguing as in §4.2.1, one can show the following.
Theorem 4.12. The convolution algebra product on KC
∗×C∗
0 ( Coh0(C
2)cl ), induced by the CoHA ten-
sor structure on the stable ∞-category CohbC∗×C∗(Coh0(C
2)), coincides with that defined in [SV13b,
SV12]. Thus,
(
CohbC∗×C∗(Coh0(C
2)),©⋆
)
is a categorification of the cohomological Hall algebra of zero-
dimensional sheaves on C2.
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As proved in [SV13b, SV12], the convolution algebra on KC
∗×C∗
0 ( Coh0(C
2)cl ) is isomorphic
to a positive nilpotent part of the elliptic Hall algebra of Burban and Schiffmann [BSc12]. Thus,(
CohbC∗×C∗(Coh0(C
2)),©⋆
)
is a categorification of such a part of the elliptic Hall algebra.
LetX a smooth projective complex curve and letHiggsnaı¨f(X) := T∗[0]Coh(X) (cf. Remark 2.18).
C∗ acts by “scaling the Higgs fields”, so we can consider both the non-equivariant and the equi-
variant versions of the cohomological Hall algebra construction for Higgsnaı¨f(X).
The Grothendieck group KC
∗
0 ( Higgs
naı¨f(X)cl ) of the truncation of Higgsnaı¨f(X) is endowed
with a convolution algebra structure as constructed in [SS18] and in [Min18] for the rank zero
case. The construction of the convolution product is inspired by the construction of the product
for the convolution algebra discussed above (in the higher rank case, such a construction of the
product is performed locally and then one glues suitably to get a global convolution product).
For similar arguments as above and thanks to Remark 2.18, we have the following.
Theorem 4.13. The convolution algebra product on KC
∗
0 ( Coh(XDol)
cl ), induced by the CoHA tensor
structure on the stable ∞-category CohbC∗(Coh(XDol)), concides with that defined in [SS18, Min18].
Thus,
(
CohbC∗(Coh(XDol)),©⋆Dol
)
is a categorification of the Dolbeaut cohomological Hall algebra.
5. A COHA VERSION OF THE HODGE FILTRATION
In this section, we shall present a relation between the de Rham categorified Hall algebra and
the Dolbeaut categorified Hall algebra, which is induced by the Deligne categorified Hall alge-
bra (CohbC∗(Coh(XDel)),©⋆Del). Deligne’s λ-connections interpolate Higgs bundles with vector
bundles with flat connections, and they were used by Simpson [Sim97] to prove the non-abelian
Hodge correspondence. For such a reason, the relationwe prove in this section can be interpreted
as a version of the Hodge filtration in the setting of categorified Hall algebras.
5.1. Categorical filtrations. We let
Perffilt := Perf([A1C/Gm]) , Perf
gr := Perf(BGm) .
The two morphisms
BGm [A1C/Gm] Spec(C) ≃ [Gm/Gm]
j i
induce canonical morphisms
j∗ : Perffilt −→ Perfgr , Perffilt −→ Perf .
The group structure on BGm endows Perf
gr with a Kunneth monoidal structure. The same goes
for Perffilt. With respect to thesemonoidal structures, the above functors are symmetric monoidal.
Definition 5.1. Let C be a stable C-linear ∞-category. A lax filtered structure on C is the given of
an ∞-category C• ∈ Perffilt-Mod(Catst∞) equipped with a functor
Φ : C• ⊗
Perffilt
Perf −→ C .
We refer to the datum (C , C•,Φ) as the datum of a lax filtered stable (C-linear) ∞-category. We say
that a lax filtered ∞-category is filtered if Φ is an equivalence. ⊘
Definition 5.2. Let (C , C•,Φ) be a lax filtered stable∞-category. A lax associated graded category is
the given of an∞-category G ∈ Perfgr-Mod(Catst∞) together with a morphism
Ψ : C• ⊗
Perffilt
Perfgr −→ G .
We say that (G,Ψ) is the associated graded if the morphism Ψ is an equivalence. ⊘
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5.2. Hodge filtration. Let X be a smooth projective complex curve. We will apply the formalism
in the previous section with C = Cohb(Coh(XdR)) and G = Coh
b
C∗(Coh
ss, 0(XDol)).
Let XDel and XDel,Gm be the Deligne’s shape and the equivariant Deligne’s shape of X, respec-
tively. Define the derived geometric stacks
Coh(XDel) := (Coh(X)×A
1)×Perf(X)×A1 Perf(XDel) ,
and
Coh(XDel,Gm) := (Coh(X)× [A
1/Gm])×Perf(X)×[A1/Gm] Perf(XDel) .
We have canonical maps Coh(XDel)→ A
1 and Coh(XDel,Gm)→ [A
1/Gm]. In particular,
Coh(XDel)×A1 {0} ≃ Coh(XDol) and Coh(XDel)×A1 {1} ≃ Coh(XdR) ,
while
Coh(XDel,Gm)×[A1/Gm] BGm ≃ CohC∗(XDol)
Coh(XDel)×A1 [Gm/Gm] ≃ Coh(XdR)× BGm .
(5.1)
We also consider the open substack Coh∗(XDel) ⊂ Coh(XDel) for which the fiber at zero is the
derived moduli stack Cohss, 0(XDol) of semistable Higgs bundles on X of degree zero (cf. [Sim09,
§7]).
Similarly, we can define the derived moduli stacks of extensions of Deligne’s λ-connections.
Thus, we have the convolution diagram in dSt/A1 :
Cohext(XDel)
Coh(XDel)×A1 Coh(XDel) Coh(XDel)
p q
and the convolution diagram in dSt/[A1/Gm]:
Cohext(XDel,Gm)
Coh(XDel,Gm)×[A1/Gm] Coh(XDel,Gm) Coh(XDel,Gm)
p q
Because of Corollaries 3.18 and 3.22, it follows that the map p above is derived locally complete
intersection. A similar result holds when we restrict to the open substack Coh∗(XDel) and the
corresponding open substack of extensions. Following the same arguments as in the previous
section, we can encode such convolution diagrams into 2-Segal objects, and obtain the following:
Proposition 5.3. Let X be a smooth projective complex curve. Then
• there exists a 2-Segal object SCoh(XDel) which endows Coh(XDel) with the structure of an
E1-algebra in Corr
×
(
dGeom/A1
)
lci,rps
;
• there exists a 2-Segal object SCoh(XDel,Gm) which endows Coh(XDel,Gm) with the structure of
an E1-algebra in Corr
×
(
dGeom/[A1/Gm]
)
lci,rps
.
A similar result holds for Coh∗(XDel) and Coh
∗(XDel,Gm).
Corollary 5.4. Cohb(Coh(XDel)) and Coh
b(Coh(XDel,Gm)) are E1-algebras in Cat
st
∞. A similar result
holds for Coh∗(XDel) and Coh
∗(XDel,Gm).
By combining the results above with (5.1), we get:
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Theorem 5.5. Let X be a smooth projective complex curve. Then
CohbC∗(Coh
(∗)(XDel)) ≃ Coh
b(Coh(∗)(XDel,Gm))
is a module over Perffilt and we have E1-algebra morphisms:
Φ(∗) : CohbC∗(Coh
(∗)(XDel))⊗Perffilt PerfC −→ Coh
b(Coh(XdR)) ,
Ψ(∗) : CohbC∗(Coh
(∗)(XDel))⊗Perffilt Perf
gr −→ CohbC∗(Coh
(ss, 0)(XDol)) .
Following Simpson [Sim09, §7], we expect the following to be true:
Conjecture 5.6 (CoHA version of the non-abelian Hodge correspondence). The morphismsΦ∗ and
Ψ∗ are equivalences, i.e., Cohb(Coh(XdR)) is filtered by Coh
b
C∗(Coh
∗(XDel)) with associated graded
CohbC∗(Coh
ss, 0(XDol)).
6. A COHA VERSION OF THE RIEMANN-HILBERT CORRESPONDENCE
In this section we briefly consider a complex analytic analogue of the theory developed so
far. Thanks to the foundational work on derived analytic geometry [Lur11b, PY16, Por15, HP18]
most of the constructions and results obtained so far carry over in the analytic setting. After
sketching how to define the derived analytic stack of coherent sheaves, we focus on two main
results. The first, is the construction of a monoidal functor between the algebraic and the analytic
higher categorification of the CoHAs coming from nonabelian Hodge theory. The second, is to
provide an equivalence between the analytic higher categorification of the Betti CoHA and the
de Rham one. This equivalence is an instance of the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence, and it is
indeed induced by the main results of [Por17, HP18].
6.1. The analytic stack of coherent sheaves. We refer to [HP18, §2] for a review of derived ana-
lytic geometry. Using the notations introduced there, we denote by AnPerf the complex analytic
stack of perfect complexes (see §4 in loc. cit.). Similarly, given derived analytic stacks X and Y,
we let AnMap(X,Y) be the derived analytic stack of morphisms between them.
Fix a derived geometric analytic stack X. We wish to define a substack of AnPerf(X) :=
AnMap(X,AnPerf) classifying families of coherent sheaves on X. The same ideas of §2 apply,
but as usual some extra care to deal with the notion of flatness in analytic geometry is needed.
Definition 6.1 (cf. [PY18, Definitions 7.1 & 7.2]). Let f : X → S be a morphism of derived analytic
stacks. Assume that S is a derived Stein space and X is a geometric stack. We say that an almost
perfect complex F ∈ APerf(X) has tor-amplitude [a, b] relative to S if there exists a derived Stein
atlas {ui : Ui → X} such that each Γ(Ui; u
∗
i F ) has tor-amplitude [a, b] as Γ(S;O
alg
S )-module. We
say that F ∈ APerf(X) is a family of coherent sheaves relative to S if F has tor-amplitude [0, 0]
relative to S. ⊘
The above definition has the disadvantage that the modules Γ(Ui; u
∗
i F ) are not almost pefect
as Γ(S;OalgS )-modules. This makes this definition hard to manipulate in practice. It is therefore
useful to rephrase it as follows:
Lemma 6.2. Let f : X → S be a morphism of derived analytic stacks. Suppose that S is derived Stein and
X is geometric. Then an almost perfect complex F ∈ APerf(X) has tor-amplitude [a, b] relative to S if
and only if for every G ∈ APerf♥(S) one has
πi(F ⊗OX f
∗G) = 0
for i /∈ [a, b].
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Proof. The question is local on X and we can therefore assume that X is a derived Stein space.
Notice that F ⊗OX f
∗G ∈ APerf(X). Therefore, Cartan’s theorem B applies and shows that
πi(F ⊗OX f
∗G) = 0 if and only if πi( f∗(F ⊗OX f
∗G)) = 0. Observe now that there is a canonical
morphism
ηF ,G : f∗(F )⊗OS G −→ f∗(F ⊗OX f
∗G) .
When G = OS this morphism is obviously an equivalence. We claim that it is an equivalence for
any G ∈ APerf(S).
This question is local on S. Write AS := Γ(S;O
alg
S ). Using [HP18, Lemma 4.12] we can reduce
ourselves to the case where G ≃ ε∗S(M) for some M ∈ APerf(AS). Here ε
∗
S : AS-Mod→ OS-Mod is
the functor introduced in [HP18, §4.2]. In this case, we see that since ηF ,G is an equivalence when
G = OS, it is also an equivalence whenever M (and hence G) is perfect. In the general case, we
use [Lur17, 7.2.4.11(5)] to find a simplicial object P• ∈ Fun(∆op,APerf(AS)) such that
|P•| ≃ M .
Write P• := ε∗S(P
•). Reasoning as in [PY18, Corollary 3.5], we deduce that
|P•| ≃ ε∗S(M) ≃ G .
It immediately follows that
F ⊗OX f
∗G ≃ |F ⊗OX f
∗P•| ,
and the question of proving that ηF ,G is an equivalence is reduced to check that f∗ preserves the
above colimit. Since the above diagram as well as its colimit takes values in APerf(X), we can ap-
ply Cartan’s theorem B. The descent spectral sequence degenerates, and therefore the conclusion
follows. 
Corollary 6.3. Let f : X → S be a morphism as in the previous lemma. Let j : Scl → S be the canonical
morphism and consider the pullback diagram
X0 X
Scl S
f0
i
f
j
.
Then an almost perfect complex F ∈ APerf(X) has tor-amplitude [a, b] relative to S if and only if i∗F has
tor-amplitude [a, b] relative to Scl .
Proof. The map j is a closed immersion and therefore the same goes for i. In particular, for any
G ∈ APerf( Scl ) the canonical map
f ∗ j∗(G) −→ i∗ f
∗
0 (G)
is an equivalence.20 Moreover, the projection formula holds for i and i∗ is t-exact. Suppose that
F has tor-amplitude [a, b] relative to S. Let G ∈ APerf♥( Scl ). Then
i∗(i
∗F ⊗OX0
f ∗0 G) ≃ F ⊗OX i∗ f
∗
0 G ≃ F ⊗OX f
∗ j∗G .
Since j∗ is t-exact, j∗G ∈ APerf
♥(S), and therefore the above tensor product is concentrated in
homological degree [a, b]. In other words, i∗F has tor-amplitude [a, b] relative to Scl . For the
vice-versa, it is enough to observe that j∗ induces an equivalence APerf
♥( Scl ) ≃ APerf♥(S). 
20Ultimately, this can be traced back to the unramifiedness of the analytic pregeometry Tan(C). See [PY18, Lemma 6.1]
for an argument in the non-archimedean case.
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Corollary 6.4. Let X be an underived geometric stack and let S be a derived Stein space. Let f : S′ → S
be a morphism of derived Stein spaces and consider the pullback
X× S′ X × S
S′ S
g
q p
f
.
If F ∈ APerf(X× S) has tor-amplitude [0, 0] relative to S, then g∗F has tor-amplitude [0, 0] relative to
S′.
Proof. Using Corollary 6.3, we can reduce ourselves to the case where S and S′ are underived.
Since the question is local on X, we can furthermore assume X to be a Stein space. At this point,
the conclusion follows directly from [Dou66, §8.3, Proposition 3]. 
Using the above corollary, we can therefore define a derived analytic stack AnCoh(X), which
is a substack of AnPerf(X).
In what follows, we will often restrict ourselves to the study of AnCoh(Xan), where now X
is an algebraic variety. Combining [HP18, Proposition 5.2 & Theorem 5.5] we see that if X is a
proper complex scheme, then there is a natural equivalence21
Perf(X)an ≃ AnPerf(Xan) . (6.1)
We wish to extend this result to Coh(X)an and AnCoh(Xan). Let us start by constructing the
map between them. The map Perf(X)an → AnPerf(Xan) is obtained by adjunction from the
map
Perf(X) −→ AnPerf(Xan) ◦ (−)an ,
which, for S ∈ dAffafp, is induced by applying (−)≃ : Cat∞ → S to the analytification functor
Perf(X× S) −→ Perf(Xan × San) .
It is therefore enough to check that this functor respects the two subcategories of families of
coherent sheaves relative to S and San, respectively.
Lemma 6.5. Let f : X → S be a morphism of derived complex stacks locally almost of finite presentation.
Suppose that X is geometric and that S is affine. Then F ∈ APerf(S) has tor-amplitude [a, b] relative to
S if and only if Fan ∈ APerf(Xan) has tor-amplitude [a, b] relative to San.
Proof. Suppose first that Fan has tor-amplitude [a, b] relative to San. Let G ∈ APerf♥(S). Then we
have to check that πi(F ⊗OX f
∗G) = 0 for i /∈ [a, b]. As the analytification functor (−)an is t-exact
and conservative, this is equivalent to check that πi((F ⊗OX f
∗G)an) = 0. On the other hand,
(F ⊗OX f
∗G)an ≃ Fan ⊗OXan f
an∗(Gan) . (6.2)
The conclusion now follows from the fact that Gan ∈ APerf♥(San).
Suppose now that F has tor-amplitude [a, b] relative to S = Spec(A). We can check that Fan
has tor-amplitude [a, b] relative to San locally on San. For every derived Stein open subspace
jU : U ⊂ S
an, write
AU := Γ(U;O
alg
San |U) .
21The derived analytification functor has been firstly introduced in [Lur11b, Remark 12.26] and studied extensively
in [Por15, §4]. For a review, see [HP18, §3.1].
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Write aU : Spec(AU) → S for the morphism induced by the canonical map A → AU . Consider
the two pullback squares
XU X
Spec(AU) S
bU
fU f
aU
,
XanU X
an
U San
iU
f anU
f an
jU
.
There is a natural analytification functor relative to U
(−)anU : APerf(XU) −→ APerf(X
an
U ) .
Moreover, the canonical map
i∗U(H
an) −→ (b∗U(H))
an
U
is an equivalence for everyH ∈ APerf(X).
Fix now G ∈ APerf(San). If G ≃ (G˜)an for some G˜ ∈ APerf♥(S), then the equivalence (6.2)
shows that
πi(F
an ⊗OXan f
an∗(G)) = 0
for i /∈ [a, b]. In the general case, we choose a double covering {Vi ⋐ Ui ⋐ S
an} by relatively com-
pact derived Stein open subspaces of San. Using [HP18, Lemma 4.12]we can find G˜i ∈ APerf(AVi)
such that G|Vi ≃ ε
∗
Vi
(G˜i). Here ε
∗
Vi
is the functor introduced in [HP18, §4.2]. At this point, we ob-
serve that Lemma 2.4 guarantees that b∗U(F ) has tor-amplitude [a, b] relative to Spec(AU). The
conclusion therefore follows from the argument given in the first case. 
As a consequence, we find a morphism
Coh(X) −→ AnCoh(Xan) ◦ (−)an ,
which by adjunction induces
µX : Coh(X)
an −→ AnCoh(Xan) ,
which is compatible with the morphism Perf(X)an → AnPerf(Xan).
Proposition 6.6. If X is a proper complex scheme, the natural transformation
µX : Coh(X)
an → AnCoh(Xan)
is an equivalence.
Proof. Reasoning as in the proof of the equivalence (6.1) in [HP18, Proposition 5.2], we reduce
ourselves to check that for every derived Stein spaceU ∈ dStnC and every compact derived Stein
subspace K of U, the natural morphism
“colim”
K⊂V⊂U
CohSpec(AV)(Spec(AV)× X) −→ “colim”K⊂V⊂U
CohV(V × X
an)
is an equivalence in Ind(Catst∞). Here the colimit is taken over the family of open Stein neighbor-
hoods V of K inside U. Using [HP18, Lemma 5.13] we see that for every V, the functor
CohSpec(AV)(Spec(AV)× X) −→ CohV(V × X
an)
is fully faithful. The conclusion now follows combining [HP18, Proposition 5.15] and the “only
if” direction of Lemma 6.5. 
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6.2. CohomologicalHall algebras in theC-analytic setting. LetX ∈ dAnSt be a derived analytic
stack. In the previous section, we have introduced the analytic stack AnCoh(X) parameterizing
families of almost perfect complexes over X of tor-amplitude ≤ 0 relative to the base. Similarly,
we can define the derived analytic stacks AnPerfext, AnPerfext(X), and AnCohext(X). We deal
directly with the Waldhausen construction.
We define the simplicial derived analytic stack
SAnPerf : dStn
op
C
−→ Fun(∆op,S)
by sending a derived Stein space S to22
Fun(Tn,Perf(S)) .
Since each Tn is a finite category, [HP18, Corollary 7.2] implies that the canonical morphism
(SPerf)an −→ SAnPerf
is an equivalence. Moreover, Proposition 7.3 in loc. cit. implies that the analytification commutes
with the limits appearing in the 2-Segal condition. We can therefore deduce that SAnPerf is a
2-Segal object in dAnSt. From here, we deduce immediately that for every derived analytic stack
X,AnMap(X, SAnPerf) is again a 2-Segal object. At this point, the same reasoning of Lemma 4.3
yields:
Proposition 6.7. Let X ∈ dAnSt be a derived geometric analytic stack. Then SAnCoh(X) is a 2-Segal
object in dAnSt, and therefore it endows the derived analytic stack AnCoh(X) with the structure of an
E1-convolution algebra.
The morphism (6.2) can be naturally upgraded to a natural transformation
SCoh(X) −→ SAnCoh(Xan) ◦ (−)an
in Fun(∆op, dSt). By adjunction, we therefore find a morphism of simplicial objects
(SCoh(X))an −→ SAnCoh(Xan) .
Remark 6.8. Suppose that X is such that each SnCoh(X) is geometric. Then [HP18, Proposition
7.3] implies that (SCoh(X))an is a 2-Segal object in dAnSt. △
Let Y ∈ dAnSt be a derived analytic stack and let u : U → Y be a flat effective epimorphism
from a derived geometric analytic stack U. We define
AnCoh(Y, u) := AnPerf(Y)×AnPerf(U) AnCoh(U) .
Similarly, we can define AnCohext(Y, u) and AnBunext(Y, u) and more generally their Wald-
hausen analogues SAnCoh(Y, u) and SAnBun(Y, u). As before, we shall omit u from the nota-
tion when its choice is clear from the context. We immediately obtain:
Proposition 6.9. Let Y ∈ dAnSt be a derived analytic stack and let u : U → Y be a flat effective epimor-
phism from a derived geometric analytic stack U. Then SAnCoh(Y, u) is a 2-Segal object and it endows
AnCoh(Y, u) with the structure of an E1-convolution algebra in dAnSt.
As a particular case, let X be a smooth proper connected analytic space. The Simpson’s shapes
XB, XdR, XDol, and XDel exist also in derived analytic geometry (as introduced e.g. in [HP18,
§ 5.2]). We have the following analytic analog of Corollary 4.5.
Corollary 6.10. Let X ∈ dAnSt be a derived geometric analytic stack and let Y be one of the following
stacks: XB, XdR, and XDol. Then SAnCoh(Y) is a 2-Segal object in dAnSt, and therefore it endows the
derived analytic stack AnCoh(Y) with the structure of an E1-convolution algebra.
22See §4.1 for the notations used here.
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Our next step is to construct the categorification in the analytic setting. In §4.2 the starting
input has been the right-lax monoidal functor
QCoh : Corr×(dSt) −→ Catst∞ ,
which in turn is obtained in [GaR17a, §3.1] out of the strongmonoidal functor
QCoh : dAff −→ Catst∞ .
In the analytic setting there are two main difficulties: on one hand, quasi-coherent sheaves are
not available and have to be replaced with OX-modules; on the other hand, even after restricting
to derived Stein spaces, the functor
AnCohb : dStnC −→ Cat
st
∞
is not strong monoidal, only right-lax. Therefore, we need some extra care in dealing with this
construction in the analytic setting. For sake of future applications, we perform a construction
slightly more general than needed.
Construction 6.11. Let k be a field and let CAlgk denote the∞-category of derived commutative k-
algebras. Let Tdisc(k) be the full subcategory of Schk spanned by finite dimensional affine spaces
Ank . Given an ∞-topos X , sheaves on X with values in CAlgk can be canonically identified with
product preserving functors Tdisc(k) → X . We let
RTop(Tdisc(k)) denote the ∞-category of ∞-
topoi equipped with a sheaf of derived commutative k-algebras. The construction performed in
[Lur11a, Notation 2.2.1] provides us with a functor
Γ :
(
RTop(Tdisc(k))
)op
−→ CAlgk .
Equipping both ∞-categories with the coCartesian monoidal structure, we see that Γ can be up-
graded to a right-lax symmetric monoidal structure. Composing with the symmetric monoidal
functor QCoh : CAlgk → Cat
st
∞ we therefore obtain a right-lax symmetric monoidal functor(
RTop(Tdisc(k))
)op
−→ Catst∞ .
Finally, we sheafifiy this functor with respect to the e´tale topology on RTop(Tdisc(k)) (see [Lur11a,
Definition 2.3.1]). The so obtained functor canonically coincides with
O-Mod : (RTop(Tdisc(k)))
op −→ Catst∞ ,
which in this is canonically endowed with a right-lax symmetric monoidal structure.
We now consider the natural functor
dAnC →֒
RTop(Tan(C))
(−)alg
−−−→ RTop(Tdisc(k)) .
This functor is right-lax monoidal. Composing with the functor obtained in the above construc-
tion we therefore obtain a right-lax symmetric monoidal functor
O-Mod : dAnC −→ Cat
st
∞ .
At this point, the same method applied in [GaR17a, §3.1] provides us with a right-lax monoidal
functor
O-Mod : Corr×(dAnSt) −→ Catst∞ .
Lemma 6.12. Let f : X → Y be a morphism of derived geometric analytic stacks. If f is lci23 then it has
finite tor-amplitude and in particular it induces a functor
f ∗ : Cohb(Y) −→ Cohb(X) .
Proof. Essentially the same argument of [PY19, Corollary 2.6] applies. 
23In this setting, it means that the analytic cotangent complex LanX/Y introduced in [PY17] is perfect and has tor-
amplitude [0, 1].
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As a consequence, we obtain a right-lax monoidal functor
AnCohb : Corr×(dAnSt)lci,rps −→ Cat
st
∞ .
Finally, we want to restrict ourselves to derived geometric analytic stacks. In particular, we
need that AnCoh(Y, u) and the corresponding 2-Segal space to be geometric. So, first note that if
Y ∈ dSt is a derived stack and u : U → Y is a flat effective epimorphism from a derived geometric
stack U, then we obtain as before a natural transformation
SCoh(Y, u)an −→ SAnCoh(Y, u) (6.3)
in Fun(∆op, dAnSt).
Let X be a smooth and proper complex scheme. By [HP18, Proposition 5.2], AnPerf(X) is
equivalent to the analytification Perf(X)an of the derived stack Perf(X) = Map(X, Perf). Thus,
AnPerf(X) is a locally geometric derived stack, locally of finite presentation.
Lemma 6.13. The map (6.3) induces an equivalence (SCoh(X))an ≃ SAnCoh(Xan). In particular, for
each n ≥ 0 the derived analytic stack SnAnCoh(Xan) is locally geometric and locally of finite presenta-
tion.
Proof. When n = 1, this is exactly the statement of Proposition 6.6. The proof of the general case
is similar, and there are no additional subtleties than the ones discussed there. 
Let X be a smooth proper connected complex scheme. As proved in [HP18, §5.2], the analytifi-
cation functor commutes with the Simpson’s shape functor, i.e., we have the following canonical
equivalences:
(XdR)
an ≃ (Xan)dR , (XB)
an ≃ (XB)
an , (XDol)
an ≃ (Xan)Dol .
Lemma 6.14. Let ∗ ∈ {B, dR,Dol}. Then the map (6.3) induces an equivalence (SCoh(X∗))an ≃
SAnCoh((Xan)∗). In particular, for each n ≥ 0 the derived analytic stack SnAnCoh((Xan)∗) is locally
geometric and locally of finite presentation.
Proof. The same proof of Proposition 6.6 applies, with only the following caveat: rather than
invoking [HP18, Lemma 5.13 & Proposition 5.15], we should use instead Propositions 5.26 (for
the de Rham case), 5.28 (for the Betti case) and 5.32 (for the Dolbeault case) in loc. cit. 
Finally, we are able to give the analytic counterpart of Theorem 4.6:
Theorem 6.15. Let Y be one of the following derived stacks:
(1) a smooth proper complex scheme of dimension either one or two;
(2) the Betti, de Rham or Dolbeault stack of a smooth projective curve.
Then the composition
Cohb(AnCoh(Yan))× Cohb(AnCoh(Yan))
⊠
−→ Cohb(AnCoh(Yan)×AnCoh(Yan))
q∗◦p∗
−−−→ Cohb(AnCoh(Yan)) ,
where the map on the right-hand-side is induced by the 1-morphism in correspondences:
AnCohext(Yan)
AnCoh(Yan)×AnCoh(Yan) AnCoh(Yan)
qp ,
endows Cohb(AnCoh(Y)) with the structure of an E1-monoidal stable ∞-category.
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Proof. The only main point to emphasize is how to use the tor-amplitude estimates for the map
p in the algebraic case (i.e., Corollaries 3.10, 3.15, 3.18, and 3.22) in the analytic setting. First of
all, we use Lemmas 6.13 and 6.14 to identify the 2-Segal object SAnCoh(Yan)with (SCoh(Y))an.
Then we are reduced to check that pan is derived lci, where now p is the map appearing in (4.1).
This follows combining Lemma 6.5 and [PY17, Theorem 5.21]. 
Corollary 6.16. Let Y be as in Theorem 6.15. Then the derived analytification functor induces a morphism
in AlgE1(Cat
st
∞)
Cohb(Coh(Y)) −→ Cohb(AnCoh(Yan)) .
Proof. By using Lemmas 6.13 and 6.14, we have Cohb(Coh(Y)an) ≃ Cohb(AnCoh(Yan)) as E1-
algebras. The analytification functor (−)an promotes to a symmetric monoidal functor
(−)an : Corr×(dSt) −→ Corr×(dAnSt) .
(−)an : Corr×(dSt) −→ Corr×(dAnSt).
Combining Lemma 6.5 and [PY17, Theorem 5.21], we conclude that (−)an preserves lci mor-
phisms. Moreover, [PY17, Lemma 3.1(3)] and [PY16, Proposition 6.3], we see that (−)an also
preserves proper morphisms. Finally, using the derived GAGA theorems [Por15, Theorems 7.1
& 7.2] we see that (−)an takes morphisms which are representable by proper schemes to mor-
phisms which are representable by proper analytic spaces24. Therefore, it restricts to a symmetric
monoidal functor
(−)an : Corr×(dSt)lci,rps −→ Corr
×(dAnSt)lci,rps .
The analytification functor for coherent sheaves induces a natural transformation of right-lax
symmetric monoidal functors
Cohb −→ AnCohb ◦ (−)an .
Here both functors are considered as functors dSt → Cat∞. Using the universal property of the
category of correspondences, we can extend this natural transformation of right-lax symmetric
monoidal functors defined over the category of correspondences. The key point is to verify that if
p : X → Y is a proper morphism of derived geometric stacks locally almost of finite presentation,
then the diagram
Cohb(X) Cohb(Xan)
Cohb(Y) Cohb(Yan)
(−)an
p∗ pan∗
(−)an
commutes. This is a particular case of [Por15, Theorem 7.1]. The conclusion follows. 
6.3. The derived Riemann-Hilbert correspondence. Let X be a smooth proper connected com-
plex scheme. In [Por17, §3] it is constructed a natural transformation
ηRH : X
an
dR −→ X
an
B ,
which induces for every derived analytic stack Y ∈ dAnSt a morphism
η∗RH : AnMap(X
an
dR,Y) −→ AnMap(X
an
B ,Y) .
It is then shown in [Por17, Theorem 6.11] that this map is an equivalence when Y = AnPerf.25
Taking Y = SAnPerf, we see that ηRH induces a morphism of 2-Segal objects
η∗RH : SAnPerf(X
an
dR) −→ SAnPerf(X
an
B ) .
24Using [PY16, Proposition 6.3] it is enough to prove that the analytification takes representable morphisms with
geometric target to representable morphisms. This immediately follows from [PY16, Proposition 2.25].
25See [HP18, Corollary 7.6] for a discussion of which other derived analytic stacks Y see ηRH as an equivalence.
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By applying the functor 2-Seg(dAnSt)→ AlgE1(Corr
×(dAnSt)), we therefore conclude that
η∗RH : AnPerf(X
an
dR) −→ AnPerf(X
an
B )
acquires a natural structure of morphism between E1-convolution algebras. We have:
Proposition 6.17. The morphism
η∗RH : SAnPerf(X
an
dR) −→ SAnPerf(X
an
B )
is an equivalence. Moreover, it restricts to an equivalence
η∗RH : SAnCohdR(X) −→ SAnCohB(X) .
Proof. Fix a derived Stein space S ∈ dStnC. Then [Por17, Theorem 6.11] provides an equivalence
of stable∞-categories
Perf(XandR × S) ≃ Perf(X
an
B × S) .
Therefore, for every n ≥ 0 we obtain an equivalence
SnAnPerf(X
an
dR)(S) ≃ Fun(Tn,Perf(X
an
dR × S)) ≃ Fun(Tn,Perf(X
an
B × S)) ≃ SnAnPerf(X
an
B )(S) .
The first statement follows at once. The second statement follows automatically given the com-
mutativity of the natural diagram
Xan
XandR X
an
B .
λX
ηRH

Theorem 6.18 (CoHA version of the derived Riemann-Hilbert correspondence). There is an equiv-
alence of stable E1-monoidal∞-categories
(Cohb(AnCohdR(X)),©⋆
an
dR) ≃ (Coh
b(AnCohB(X)),©⋆
an
B ) .
APPENDIX A. SHAPES OF STACKS AND VARIETIES
In this section we briefly review the various shapes of Hodge theory, which have been first intro-
duced by Simpson (cf. [Sim96, Sim97]).
A.1. Betti shape. Given a space K ∈ S we let
KB : dAff
op −→ S
be the (e´tale) sheafification of the constant presheaf associated to K. We refer to KB as the Betti
shape of K. When X is a C-scheme of finite type, we abuse of notation and let XB := (X
top)B,
where Xtop denotes space underlying the analytification Xan.
Lemma A.1.
(1) There is a canonical equivalence Spec(C)B ≃ Spec(C).
(2) Let X be a connected C-scheme of finite type and let x : Spec(C)→ X be a closed point. Then the
induced map Spec(C)→ XB is flat and an effective epimorphism
26.
26See [Lur09, §6.2.3] for the definition of effective epimorphism in an ∞-topos X .
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(3) Let X be a C-scheme of finite type. There is an equivalence
MapdSt(XB,BGLn) ≃ Repn(τ≤1(X
top))≃ ,
where the right hand side denotes the groupoid of representations of the fundamental groupoid
τ≤1(X
top) of X.
Proof. The first point is immediate from the definition. For the second point, the fact that the
morphism Spec(C) → XB is an effective epimorphism is a direct consequence of [Lur09, Propo-
sition 7.2.1.14]. Let us show the flatness. We have
QCoh(XB) ≃ MapCat∞(X
top,C-Mod) .
The t-structure is induced object-wise. In particular, the restriction along amap ∗ → Xtop induces
a t-exact functor. Finally, for point (3) we observe that there is a canonical equivalence
MapdSt(XB,BGLn) ≃ MapS (X
top,BGLn(C)) ,
where Xtop denotes the space underlying the analytification Xan. Notice that BGLn(C) is the
1-groupoid of C-vector spaces of rank n. Therefore, the conclusion follows from [Lur09, Proposi-
tion 5.5.6.18]. 
By (3) above, it follows that the derived category Dqcoh(XB) is canonically equivalent to
Dloc(X
top,C), which is the full sub-category of the derived category of sheaves of C-vector
spaces on the topological space Xtop consisting of complexes with locally constant cohomology
sheaves. Perfect complexes on XB correspond to objects in Dloc(X
top,C) locally quasi-isomorphic
to bounded complexes of constant sheaves of projective modules of finite type.
A.2. De Rham shape. Given a derived stack F : dAffop → S we define its de Rham shape FdR by
setting
FdR(Spec(A)) := F(Spec(π0(A)
red)) .
Notice that there is a natural morphism
λF : F −→ FdR .
Lemma A.2. If X is a smooth scheme over C. Then the map λX : X → XdR is flat and an effective
epimorphism.
Proof. We start by proving that λX is an effective epimorphism. Let Spec(A) ∈ dAff and let
f : Spec(A) → XdR be a morphism. We have to prove that up to an e´tale cover we can factor f
through λX . The map f corresponds to a map f : Spec(π0(A)
red) → X. Since X is smooth, this
map extends first to a map Spec(π0(A))→ X and then to a map Spec(A)→ X.
As for the flatness statement, we let C• be the Cˇech nerve of λF. Since λF is an effective epi-
morphism, we have
XdR ≃ |C•| ,
and in particular
QCoh(XdR) ≃ lim
n∈∆
QCoh(Cn) .
Using [GaR14b, Proposition 6.5.5] we can identify Cn with the completion of Xn along the small
diagonal. In particular, the transition maps Cn+1 → Cn are flat. This shows that the t-structure on
QCoh(XdR) is characterized by the fact that the projection functors
QCoh(XdR) −→ QCoh(Cn)
are t-exact. 
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Let X be a smooth scheme over C. Then Dqcoh(XdR) is canonically equivalent to the derived
category of left quasi coherent D-modules on X (cf. [GaR14a, §5.5]). This is a generalization of a
result of Grothendieck [Gro68] relating the category of crystals of quasi coherent sheaves on X with
the category of left quasi coherent D-modules on X: as pointed out in [GaR14a, §5.5.4], the former
category corresponds to the heart of QCoh(XdR).
A.3. Dolbeault shape. Let X be a derived geometric stack. The Dolbeault stack of X is defined
as follows: let
TX := SpecX(SymOX(LX))
be the derived tangent bundle to X. Let T̂X := XdR ×(TX)dR TX be the formal completion of
TX along the zero section. Using [Lur17, 4.2.2.9] we can convert the natural commutative group
structure of TX relative to X (seen as an associative one) into a simplicial diagram T•X : ∆op →
(dSt)/X. Unwinding the definitions, we see that T
•X can be identified with the n-fold product
TX×X · · · ×X TX. The zero section X → TX allows to promote T
•X to a simplicial diagram
T•X : ∆op −→ (dSt)X//X .
Formal completion along the natural maps X → TnX provides us with a new simplicial object
T̂•X : ∆op −→ (dSt)/X .
The Dolbeault shape of X is the geometric realization
XDol :=
∣∣∣T̂•X∣∣∣ ∈ (dSt)/X ,
while the nilpotent Dolbeaut shape of X is the geometric realization
XnilDol := |T
•X| ∈ (dSt)/X .
We let
κX : X −→ XDol and κ
nil
X : X −→ X
nil
Dol
be the natural maps. In addition, κnilX = ıX ◦ κX , where ıX : XDol → X
nil
Dol is the canonical map
induced by T̂•X → T•X. We have:
Lemma A.3. Let X be a derived geometric stack over C. The map κX is flat and an effective epimorphism.
The same properties hold for κnilX .
Proof. The map κX is an effective epimorphism by construction. The flatness follows from the
fact that the transition maps in the diagram T̂•X are flat. By arguing similarly, one proves the
same statement for κnilX . 
Let X be a smooth scheme over C. Then the category of (quasi) coherent sheaves on XDol is
canonically equivalent to the category of (quasi) coherent Higgs sheaves on X (cf. [Sim96, Sim97,
Sim02]).
A.4. Deligne shape. Following ideas of Deligne and Simpson,27 we consider the cosimplicial
affine scheme
Del• : ∆ −→ dAff/A1 ,
given by
Deln := Spec(C[X,Y]/(Xn −Yn)) ,
where the structural map to A1 := Spec(C[T]) is given by T 7→ Y. Moreover Gm naturally acts
on Deln in an equivariant way with respect to A1. This gives rise to a cosimplicial stack
Del•Gm := [Del
•/Gm] : ∆ −→ dSt/[A1/Gm] .
27The reader might want to compare with the general construction performed in [GaR17b, §9.1.6].
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Let now X be a smooth scheme over C. Then
Map/[A1,Gm](Del
•
Gm
,X× [A1/Gm])
is a simplicial object over [A1/Gm]. Pulling back along the atlas A1 → [A1/Gm] (that is, forget-
ting the Gm-action) we obtain the A
1-cosimplicial object
Map/A1(Del
•,X×A1) ,
which can explicitly be described as follows: over the open A1 r {0}, it is canonically equivalent
to the simplicial object
[n] 7→ Xn × (A1 r {0}) ,
while over the point 0 ∈ A1 it becomes the simplicial object
[n] 7→ TnX
described in the previous section. The canonical map
Del•Gm −→ [A
1,Gm]
gives rise to a map
δ : X× [A1,Gm] −→ Map/[A1/Gm](Del
•
Gm
,X× [A1/Gm]) .
Given [n] ∈ ∆, the induced family of morphisms
X×A1 Map/A1(Del
n,X×A1)
A1
,
coincides with the deformation to the normal cone of the diagonal embedding X →֒ Xn. We now
define the simpicial object X•Del,Gm as the fiber product
X•Del,Gm Map/[A1/Gm](Del
•
Gm
,X× [A1/Gm])
(X× [A1/Gm])dR Map/[A1/Gm](Del
•
Gm
,X× [A1/Gm])dR
δdR
.
In other words, X•Del,Gm is the formal completion ofMap/[A1/Gm](Del
•
Gm
,X× [A1,Gm]) along the
diagonal morphism δ. Finally, we let
XDel,Gm :=
∣∣XDel,Gm ∣∣ ∈ dSt/[A1/Gm] .
We also let XDel be the pullback of XDel,Gm along the atlas A
1 → [A1/Gm].
Let X be a smooth scheme over C. Then for any (quasi)-coherent sheaf E on XDel, its fiber E|λ
at λ ∈ A1 is a (quasi) coherent λ-connection on X (see e.g. [Sim09, §7]).
APPENDIX B. THE BNR CORRESPONDENCE FOR PERFECT COMPLEXES
In this section, we shall provide a version of the Beauville-Narasimhan-Ramanan correspon-
dence, in the sense of Simpson [Sim94b, Lemma 6.8], for perfect complexes.
Definition B.1. Let p : X → Y be a morphism of derived schemes. Let F ∈ Perf(X) be a perfect
complex. We say that F is properly supported with respect to p if there exists a closed subscheme
i : Z→ X such that:
(1) the composition Z
i
−→ X
p
−→ Y is proper;
(2) let j : Xr Z →֒ X be inclusion of open complementary of Z. Then j∗F ≃ 0.
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We let Perf p-prop(X) denote the full subcategory of Perf(X) spanned by perfect complexes prop-
erly supported with respect to p. ⊘
Lemma B.2. Let p : X → Y be a quasi-compact and quasi-separated morphism of derived schemes of finite
tor-amplitude. Let F ∈ Perf(X) be a perfect complex which is properly supported with respect to p. Then
p∗(F ) is perfect.
Proof. Since p has finite tor-amplitude and X and Y are schemes, a Cˇech cohomology argument
shows that p∗(F ) has finite tor-amplitude. It is therefore enough to prove that p∗(F ) is almost
perfect. Since j∗F ≃ 0, we see that each πi(F ) is set-theoretically supported on Z. Therefore, the
cohomological descent spectral sequence
Rip∗(πj(F ))⇒ R
i+jp∗(F )
implies that each Rip∗(F ) is coherent and that Rip∗(F ) = 0 for i ≫ 0. The conclusion follows.

Proposition B.3. Let X be a smooth and proper scheme. Let T∗X := SpecX(SymOX (TX)) and let
p : T∗X → X be the natural projection. Then the functor p∗ : QCoh(T∗X) → QCoh(X) restricts to an
equivalence
Perf p-prop(T
∗X) ≃ Perf(XDol) .
Proof. The functor p∗ : QCoh(T∗X) ≃ QCoh(X) induces an equivalence
QCoh(T∗X) ≃ ModSymOX (TX)
(QCoh(X)) ≃ QCoh(XDol) .
Lemma B.2 implies that the functor p∗ restricts to a functor
Perf p-prop(T
∗X) −→ Perf(XDol) .
On the other hand, let F ∈ QCoh(T∗X) be such that p∗(F ) ∈ Perf(XDol). We want to prove
that it is properly supported with respect to p. Since X is smooth, we have that πi(F ) 6= 0
for only finitely many integers i. It is therefore enough to check that each πi(F ) is properly
supported with respect to p. This follows from the classical BNR correspondence (cf. [Sim94b,
Lemma 6.8]). 
By using the same arguments as above and [Sim94b, Lemma 6.10], one can prove:
Corollary B.4. Let X be a smooth and proper scheme. Then the functor p∗ : QCoh(T∗X) → QCoh(X)
restricts to an equivalence
PerfX(T
∗X) ≃ Perf(XnilDol) ,
where PerfX(T
∗X) is the full subcategory of Perf(T∗X) of perfect complexes set-theoretically supported
at X, seen as the zero-section of T∗X.
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